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Introduction
The origins of Motorcycle Speedway are debated, but what is in no doubt is that the formats
developed by Australian promoters in the late 1920s led directly to the development of the
sport in Britain, and then in Europe and north America. Australians have always been
prominent at the very top of the sport, and in recent years have held every junior, senior and
teams world championship. The original Canberra Bulls emerged in the early 1980s, with
the aim of providing opportunities for local riders and entertainment for the local community.
Quoting a recent letter from Formula One racing driver Mark Webber, “I have many fond
memories of growing up in Queanbeyan and heading to Tralee Stadium during the
speedway season, and watching the fantastic racing of the Canberra Bulls. The Bulls
certainly were an important part of Canberra's motorsports scene”. “Learning motor sports
as a kid has afforded me huge opportunities in life and I have been fortunate enough, like
(Aussie World Speedway Champion) Jason (Crump) himself, to be able to enjoy a
successful career within the sport”.
He continues “From memory, some of the original Canberra Bulls went on to forge careers in
professional speedway, and it would be extremely positive if the work you are doing helps
provide similar opportunities for kids of the district in future. Overseas, speedway racing
helps drive significant regional interest and seems to be gaining increasing coverage in the
media. I’m sure that top class racing would help bring Canberra to the attention of an
international audience”.
These are still the aims of the new Canberra Bulls, and they are realistic. Our vision is that
Canberra could be THE national speedway centre, taking advantage of Canberra’s
geographic position, its access to both technical expertise and centres of excellence in
athletic performance, and a population largely starved of spectator oriented motorsport.
To achieve this, and make speedway once again a regular and permanent feature of
Canberra’s sports repertoire, we realise that we need a well-thought-out strategic plan, and
we are confident that we have an excellent case to present. Please consider!!

Background
The Canberra Bulls Speedway Club currently has approximately 50 members and is
affiliated with both Motorcycling Australia (MA) and Motorcycling NSW (MNSW). It is
governed by the rules and supported by policies and procedures provided by Motorcycling
NSW and Motorcycling Australia.
In the 1980s, the Canberra Bulls were an important part of Canberra’s motorsports scene.
Since the mid-1980s closure of the Tralee stadium, while Australian riders have held the
World Solo, Under-21, Teams and Sidecars Championships, motorcycle speedway has
been seen only very rarely, in the form of long track racing at EPIC.
The re-formed Canberra Bulls Speedway Club has received financial assistance though the
ACT Government’s Community Motorsport Development Program (CMDP) to develop a new
strategic plan leading to the re-establishment of the sport in the ACT.
The planning process identifies the Club’s goals and objectives in developing the capacity of
the sport to grow its membership, develop its riders, mentors and officials, as well as attract
national and international events to the ACT.
The key enabler in delivering these goals will be a suitable facility. As a stadium sport, the
Canberra Bulls Speedway Club needs to identify existing, spectator-friendly, venues where

the sport can take place, or identify a green-fields venue and attract sufficient funding to
develop it to a viable facility. The dates quoted in this plan reflect the intention to identify or
construct a track in 2012 and begin operations by 2013.
Alignment
Locally changes in the positioning of sport within the ACT Government and the release of a
10 year strategic plan for sport and recreation provide new opportunities for the Canberra
Bulls. Sport and Recreation Services is now located in the Department of Economic
Development providing greater focus and profile for sport as well as better links with tourism
and major events.
ACTive 2020, the strategic plan for sport and active recreation in the ACT, envisions that
sport and active recreation in the Canberra region enables an enriched active national
capital and is supported through a united system that connects and promotes the economic
and social value of sport and recreation to the health and well being of the community.
Active 2020 also acknowledges the Recreation-Participation-Sport Continuum which
recognises a continuous pathway and the benefits that flow in both directions between
recreation and sport. It builds collaboration between recreation and sport systems:
Recreation

Participation

Community Sport

Competition

Talent Development

Performance Sport

The Canberra Bulls 2013-2016 Strategic Plan has been developed with this environment in
mind.

Vision
‘Motor Cycle Speedway permanently back in Canberra’

Goals and Objectives
Our goals and objectives for the life of this plan include:
• Secure a suitable site for a track
• Generate income sufficient to maintain sustainable club activities
• Build the management team, coaching team and capability of officials
• Grow the membership and club capacity to service them
• Provide equipment for training and competition
• Bring major events to Canberra
• Become as much a part of Canberra’s sporting scene as the Raiders, Brumbies,
Darters or Capitals

Values and Commitment
In delivering the strategies of this plan, we will conduct our activities in accordance with the
following values:
• Safe, inclusive and supportive environment
• Professional in our conduct
• Striving for continuous improvement
• Transparency
• Respect for all
These values are further supported by the Motorcycling Australia Code of Conduct

Stakeholders
Our key stakeholders include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Members
Motorcycling NSW (MNSW)
Motorcycling Australia (MA)
ACT Government - Sport & Recreation Services, Territory Venues and Events,
Planning, Tourism, Health
ACTSport
Followers of speedway
Media and Speedway Press
Sponsors

Strategic Priorities
We have identified two key strategic priorities to be the pillars upon which the plan is based:
• Growing our Sport
• Developing our Business
These initiatives will be supported by innovation, good governance, sound financial
management and effective communication.
The Strategic Plan will be underpinned by a detailed Business Plan and Facilities
Development Strategy that will ensure a focus on successfully achieving our vision.
The Strategic Plan and associated Success Indicators will be regularly monitored by the
Board and Management.

Review Mechanisms
The Strategic Plan will be:
•
•
•
•

used as a guide for Committee meeting agendas
monitored regularly by the Committee.
reviewed annually in consultation with the stakeholders
adjusted to take into account new opportunities or changing conditions affecting the sport
in the ACT and Capital Region

Underpinning Plans and Operating Structure
The Canberra Bulls Strategic Plan will be underpinned by:
• The Case for Speedway
• Canberra Bulls Business Plan
• Canberra Bulls Track Feasibility Study
• Canberra Bulls Facilities Strategy
• Canberra Bulls Operating Structure
• Canberra Bulls Brochure ‘Bringing Motor Cycle Speedway back to Canberra’

Strategic Priority 1 – Growing our Sport
Objective – Find or build a track to enable the development of the sport and
growth of the membership

Strategic Initiatives
•

Facilities
o Work with government and potential partners to assess the feasibility and find
or build a track by 2013

•

Membership
o Promote the club and its activities to prospective members and supporters
o Provide a safe, friendly and welcoming environment

•

Club Capacity
o Develop the administrative capacity of the club to grow and service the
membership

•

Competition
o Conduct regular local competitions by 2013
o Develop and grow junior competition
o Develop regional partnerships and compete in regional competitions and
events

•

Events
o Local – conduct regular local events by 2013
o National – conduct a national event in Canberra by 2014
o International – conduct an international event in Canberra by 2015

•

Equipment
o Provide equipment for competition and training
o Develop and maintain an equipment asset register

•

Coaches
o Develop the coaching team to cope with current and future membership

•

Officials
o Ensure the Club’s capacity to conduct events through members taking on
MNSW Officials Training

•

Volunteers
o Develop structures that support the administrative needs of the club and
promote opportunities for volunteers
o Use existing tools and templates to train, retain and reward volunteers

Success Indicators
•
•
•
•

Membership grown 55 currently to 200 by 2013 and to 500 by 2016
Conducting regular local events by 2013
Conduct a national event in Canberra by 2014
Conduct an international event in Canberra by 2015

Strategic Priority 2 – Developing our Business
Objective – Refine our business practices and generate sufficient income to
maintain club activities.

Strategic Initiatives
•

Governance and Management
o Bring more expertise to the Committee, particularly in the areas of
fundraising, lobbying and media engagement
o Establish more rigorous accounting and record keeping practices

•

Influence, Alignment and Relationships
o Develop a strong working relationship with government to influence their
decision making
o Work more closely with Sport and Recreation Services to bring the benefits
enjoyed by mainstream sports to the club
o Ensure alignment with MNSW plans and MA national plans where appropriate
o Actively promote the history and local and international successes of the sport
o Explore regional opportunities with other clubs that will benefit the club and
the sport

•

Marketing and Promotion
o Actively promote the club at community events, displays and shows
o Develop a Media Plan to engage TV, print and other electronic media
o Engage with Capital Tourism in promoting the benefits that regular
competitions and major events would bring to Canberra

•

Commercial development
o Develop sustainable income streams though sponsorship, grants and
corporate partnerships

•

Communication
o Develop a new Webmaster position when the club becomes competitively
active and actively use the website to promote the club and engage the
members

•

Structure
o Develop a club structure that supports the delivery of the strategic plan,
allows for increased expertise, and spreads the workload

Success Indicators
•
•
•
•
•

Committee structure operating effectively and servicing the membership
Income is supporting club activities and assisting growth
Regular media coverage of events and club activities
Strong working relationship with government, sport and recreation and tourism
Communicating effectively with members and partners

Strategic Framework

Vision
Goals & Objectives

Strategic Priorities
Growing Our Sport

Developing Our Business

The Case for Speedway in Canberra

Activities

Business Plan
Responsibilities Timelines Costings

Facilities Development Strategy

Structure
Committee

Sub Committees

Facility
Feasibility
Study

Bringing

Motorcycle Speedway
back to Canberra.

Empire Management
Services
Cleaning Contractors
Commercial & Industrial Fyshwick, ACT

(02) 6228 1777
Postal Address
PO Box 105, Fyshwick ACT 2609, Australia
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Ocean Fresh Seafoods is a major supplier of seafood in Canberra. Located in the Fyshwick Fresh

Food Markets, Ocean Fresh Seafoods has been supplying Canberra and the surrounding areas
with quality seafood for almost 20 years.

With stock delivered daily from national suppliers and
hand picked by our own representative, you can be assured that
all our seafood is of the highest quality and the freshest possible.
Depending on seasonal availability, Ocean Fresh Seafoods
can supply almost any type of seafood product whether fresh,
frozen or live including fish, prawns, oysters, lobsters, crabs,
mussels, squid, octopus and much more.
Ocean Fresh Seafoods can also provide seafood platters

for any occasion whether it be Corporate, Parties, or BBQs. Specific to your function, our platters can be catered to your needs
such as cooked seafood for an office party, or fresh and uncooked for a family BBQ. To enquire about us catering your

function, you can either contact us or come in and speak to one
of our friendly staff. You can also place your order online using
our online store. Delivery is also available with online orders.

Come in and visit our modern and clean shop at the Fyshwick
Fresh Food Markets for all your seafood needs.
Open Thurs - Sun 8am to 5.30pm located in the Fyshwick Fresh Food Markets
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Bulls Roar!
Motorcycle speedway racing attracts an unusually eclectic mix of spectator types, from the “revheads”, who live on the smell of burnt methanol and know every detail of the technology of the sports, to
sports tragics who support every team that has the Canberra logo on its uniform, to youngsters who just love
the thrills and spills of the racing. In a recent letter of support, Formula One racing driver Mark Webber
wrote:

“I have many fond memories of growing up in Queanbeyan and heading to Tralee Stadium dur-

ing the speedway season, and watching the fantastic racing of the Canberra Bulls. The Bulls certainly were an important part of Canberra's motorsports scene and I believe this has sadly declined since Tralee closed its doors”.
Competitors generally learn to ride speedway bikes, which are highly specialised and have no gears or
brakes, in their early teens, so at one extreme, speedway can provide a very useful and educational distraction for teenagers (of both sexes), and at the other end of the scale it can be the beginnings of a very lucrative and exciting career as a professional speedway rider. Mark Webber again:
“Learning motor sports as a kid has afforded me huge opportunities in life and I have been fortunate enough …. to be able to enjoy a successful career within the sport”.
Speedway World Champion, Jason Crump, from Mildura, races in the British, Swedish and Polish
Speedway Leagues, and is one of Australia’s highest earning sports stars.
In the 1980s, the Canberra Bulls were a feature of ACT Sport, attracting substantial crowds numbering
several thousands to Tralee Stadium and receiving considerable coverage in the local media – particularly
the Canberra Times and the Queanbeyan Age1. The Canberra Bulls Speedway Club was formed during

1980, and was based at Tralee Speedway until 1985, when the track preparation, favouring the thenpopular sprintcars, made it too dangerous to race motorcycles. In this period, the club was the driving force

behind inter-city teams racing in south eastern Australia, racing regularly against teams from Sydney, Liverpool, Newcastle, Wollongong, Melbourne and Shepparton.

The Sydney and Victorian teams line up with the Bulls, prior to the first meet at Young.
1. The story of the Bulls is at http://www.canberrabullsspeedway.org.au/
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The club was originally formed out of the desperation of young riders from the ACT and surrounding

districts, who found it impossible to break into speedway racing in the major metropolitan venues. Initially,
we held informal practice sessions at a track near Young, NSW, but eventually found the confidence to challenge the Sydney riders to a 7-a-side teams match. This proposed first meeting became a three-way event
when Victorian riders also formed a team and travelled up to Young. It is believed that this was the first

time a three-team, seven-a-side match had ever been held anywhere in the world, and it proved to be a

great success. The Sydney team won the meeting, but the Bulls beat the Victorian side in an exciting lastheat decider for second place. It was a good start.
Hearing of the success of the meeting, the promoter at Tralee Speedway, on the south side of Canberra,

invited the Bulls to race there on a regular basis, and riders such as Jim Burdfield, Steve Baghurst, Steve

Kurtz and Kevin King developed rapidly. A highlight of the 1980-81 season was the NSW Junior Solo
Championships, hosted by the Bulls at Tralee. Bulls riders Burdfield, King, Baghurst, Kurtz and McLean were
joined by the best riders from across NSW. After the full 20 heats, Ray Dole and Tony Abson, both from Syd-

ney, were level with the Bulls’ Jim Burdfield, and a three-way race-off had to be run for the Title. There was
barely a tyre-tread between the three of them for the whole three laps, with the partisan Canberra crowd
going absolutely berserk, but eventually Burdfield found a way to the front on the last bend for a popular
victory.
Placegetters in the 1981 NSW Junior Championships
Dole (3rd), Burdfield (1st) and Abson (2nd).

After a great deal of lobbying by the Bulls, the 1981-82 season saw the official introduction of the
NSW Speedway League, sponsored by the Canberra Motor Insurance company. Tony Abson’s defection from
the Sydney scene strengthened the Bulls, and some great racing took place. Another highlight of the season

was Burdfield’s selection for Australia in a Test Match at Tralee against England. His performance resulted
in a contract to race for the Stoke team in the professional British League the following season.

Two of the many photos that made the Canberra Times Sports pages in the 1980s
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Some of the great names of world speedway came and raced in front of Canberra speedway fans dur-

ing this period, including Nigel Boocock, Tommy Knudsen, Billy Sanders, Denis Sigalos and Bobby Schwarz,
and World Champions Phil Collins, Michael Lee, Ole Olsen and Kenny Carter.
Boocock held a training course for young Canberra hopefuls, which undoubtedly improved their race

skills. Canberra Bulls members also achieved success overseas, including Paul Turner (Milton Keynes, Ox-

ford), Jim Burdfield (Stoke, Middlesbrough), Ian Wedgwood and Steve Baghurst (both Middlesbrough).
Burdfield became a full-time professional rider and represented Australia in the U.K.

Barry Boulding and Michelle Buckingham at Tralee in 1981
While the Club’s main focus in the 1980s was on solo speedway, one local sidecar rider – Barry
Boulding – also featured on the programmes at Tralee, with female passenger Michelle Buckingham. In
those days, females were very rare in speedway.
It is now many years since Canberrans were able to attend motorcycle speedway at a local track. Tralee closed its doors in the late 1980s, and the speedcar track constructed at the eastern end of the Fairbairn
motorsports complex, which the Bulls had used as a practice track, fell into disuse during the 1990s. With-

out a local track, the Canberra Bulls’ riders were forced, once again, to look for race opportunities interstate.
The only speedway meetings in Canberra in recent years have been held on the 600m trotting track at the
Exhibition Centre (EPIC), and while they attracted large crowds of between 8,000 and 15,000, the location

of the track close to residential suburbs presented significant noise issues, and it would no longer be possible
to hold regular speedway meets at that venue.
It is worth repeating that the 2009 World Individual Speedway Champion - Jason Crump from
Mildura - is reputed to be one of Australia’s top sporting income earners. Queenslander Darcy Ward is the

current World Under-21 Solo Speedway Champion, Mick Headland and Paul Waters are the current
Speedway Sidecar World Champions, and Australia recently finished second to Poland in the World Team
Cup. Canberra currently plays no role in Australian speedway racing, although Todd Kurtz – son of former
Canberra Bull, Steve Kurtz – is now one of Australia’s brightest under-18 prospects.
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The Current Club
On 3rd January 2009, a Canberra Bulls reunion was held at the Club Macquarie, Boolaroo, Newcas-

tle. We used the occasion of the first round of the 2009 Australian Solo Speedway Championships, being

held at the Newcastle Showgrounds. Most of the original core members of the Bulls from the 1980s man-

aged to attend, with others sending their apologies. Apart from some grey or misplaced hair, expanding
waistlines and other evidence of good living, it was hard to believe that twenty years had gone by since we
were last together as a team. The photo album, scrap-book and battle-scarred race jackets helped to jog the
memories. Just like in the good old days, everyone was mercilessly bagging everyone else, but the overwhelming theme of the day was the pride in actually achieving something special, something against the
odds, in spite of officialdom, in spite of clay tracks. And, having had a great time doing it!

The 2009 Reunion Team:
L-R Back row - John Walker, Ian Wedgwood, Tony Abson, Scott
McClean, Jim Burdfield;
L-R Front row - Mark Maybury, Steve Baghurst, Steve Kurtz.

Former Bulls’ Captain, Jim Burdfield, with
John Walker and the new Club Banner.

The memories recalled during this reunion prompted an attempt to bring together all those interested
in reviving the Bulls, and a renewed search for a track to bring speedway back to Canberra. Through the
public notices in the Canberra Times and some concerted networking, a core group of enthusiasts, including

several former Bulls riders, assembled on 4th June 2009 at the Harmonie Club in Narrabundah. Members of
the new club included not only solo speedway enthusiasts, but also former sidecar speedway riders, bringing
a whole new dimension to the Club. A Committee was formed, the Club was formally established as an ACT
Incorporated Association, and an agenda was set down, including as its primary goal finding a race venue in

the Canberra district. Several of our members are already active in the racing calendar, showing the flag for
the Bulls.
While we intend to focus on the development of teams racing, we are also keen to establish Canberra
as the pre-eminent speedway track in Australia. In recent years, the show-case speedway meetings in Australia have taken place in cities such as Gosford, Mildura, Newcastle and Gillman (South Australia), with
spectator numbers in the thousands. A speedway in Canberra, with good spectator facilities, would stand an
exceptionally good chance of taking at least one of these Championship meetings, bringing riders of international standards to Canberra, attracting spectators from around Australia, and exposing Canberra to the
worldwide audience of speedway followers.
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Dave Clifton shows the Bulls still have what it takes.

Support the
Bulls—Advertise
HERE
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Potential Options for Bringing Speedway back to Canberra
The essential differences between speedway and other forms of motorcycle racing are:


It is a stadium sport, meaning that spectators can enjoy the comforts associated with a formal
venue, and



The format lends itself to teams racing, which is the predominant form of motorcycle speedway
racing around the world, and which is always an attractive form of competition for spectators.

Teams racing is uniquely attractive to spectators, who can support their team, in the same way that
football teams attract support. The team can achieve an important place in community life, in the local and
national media, becoming an asset as an important element of family entertainment and generator of community income from tourism.
In contrast to many other motorcycle sports, the track must be on level ground and of specified dimen-

sions. This clearly limits the range of possible sites, or imposes significant additional costs of ground prepa-

ration. The dimensions of a speedway track require a minimum rectangle of around 100m by 200m (see
the following extract from the FIM (Federation Internationale de Motorcyclisme) Standards for Track Racing
Circuits, 2009), plus additional space around the track for spectator amenities and parking.

FIM Standards for Speedway Track Racing Circuits, 2009

Planning considerations, which may be similar in the ACT to those applying in the U.K. where speed-

way tracks exist in or near many cities, result in a preference for co-location with other forms of stadium
entertainment (with the advantages of shared spectator facilities and substantial grandstands that act to keep
the noise “in”, etc) or for sites separated from residential areas, to ensure that problems of noise do not arise.

The location of speedway tracks in otherwise unusable sites such as disused quarries is very common in the
U.K., and the ACT may have such sites available. Co-location with industrial activities is also common, as
the speedway brings more activity into the area, results in better land use mixes, and noise is not an issue.
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Speedway tracks are compatible with other sports. For example, the infield could be used for junior

football, community fairs, perfect for show jumping, etc, and, under some circumstances, the track itself
could be used for athletics and other forms of small motor racing vehicles (e.g. go-karts, speedcars). Speedway tracks in the U.K. are very commonly co-located with greyhound racing tracks, with a speedway track
of around 325m fitting perfectly inside the standard 500m greyhound circuit.
Existing Venues
Staging speedway at one of the existing venues in Canberra, such as Bruce Stadium or the Canberra
Greyhound Stadium at Symonston, would provide established facilities for race-meetings, including lighting
and P.A. systems, car parking and spectator comforts, but there are always issues in sharing sports com-

plexes with other groups, including difficulties with date clashes and track conditions. These options could,
however, be comparatively low cost, since spectator facilities already exist, in varying levels of comfort, in
these venues. The costs would mainly involve speedway track construction only.
At Symonston, if the Canberra Greyhound Club were to permit the construction of a speedway track, it
could be located inside the existing greyhound racing track. Tarpaulin covers would be placed around the

track to ensure the speedway dirt cannot damage the dog track, as has been the custom at co-located speedway/greyhound tracks for many decades in the U.K. Conducting speedway at this stadium would involve
only track construction and minor costs related to sharing of the stadium, since the track would remain in

place between race days, and only the tarpaulins need be laid down and removed. However, access to the
track for other purposes, including practice days and coaching, could be problematic owing to the competing demands for the use of the stadium. Noise from speedway racing, while greatly restricted by the regula-

tions of the sport, compared to years gone by, could be an issue, but the population within earshot is small
and the stadium has already successfully promoted Monster Car Racing on numerous occasions. If suitable
arrangements were to be made, this stadium would be an excellent venue for speedway.

Aerial views of Canberra Greyhound Stadium options, Symonston
Bruce Stadium has recently very successfully presented Stadium Motocross, and could clearly accommodate speedway. The disadvantage of this option is that the speedway track could not remain in place
during the course of the football seasons which are the principal users of the stadium. Laying and removing

the surface and fencing of the speedway track, while common for major international championship meets
in Europe, is prohibitively expensive unless spectator numbers regularly in the tens of thousands can be
guaranteed.
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Noise at Bruce Stadium would probably not be an issue since the construction of the stadium itself

tends to keep sound inside the complex. Access to the track for other purposes, including practice days and
coaching, would be highly unlikely.
Another pre-existing option might be the Fairbairn motorsports complex, which, for many years, in-

cluded two speedway tracks. The larger of the two, at the western end of the complex, is used by the National Capital Speedway Club, which promotes sedan car racing on the dirt circuit. The construction of this

track does not permit motorcycle speedway, as the track surface, the fencing and the track design do not
conform to FIM standards. The smaller track, at the eastern end of the complex, has previously been successfully used for motorcycle speedway, but has recently been re-allocated to provide for expansion of the
ACT Go-Kart complex to international standards. However, there may be other areas within the complex
that could be suitable for speedway, although little flat land remains unused. Noise at Fairbairn is also an
issue, but because of the relatively compact nature of a speedway track, only earth barriers would seem to be
necessary to ensure compliance with community standards.

Former speedway track at Fairbairn Motorsports Complex (now demolished)

Greenfield sites
As mentioned earlier, the location of speedway tracks in otherwise unusable sites such as disused
quarries or other industrial activities incompatible with residential purposes is very common in the U.K., and
brings more activity into the area, results in better land use mixes, and noise is not an issue. In the ACT,

where land use is closely controlled and options are few, some lateral thinking may be necessary to find a
suitable site for a speedway stadium.
Several possible sites are examined below in this context, all located close to the main population cen-

tres of the city, but not so close as to create noise or other problems to residents. All require in-depth examination of the issues, as the current usage of the land certainly does not envisage a speedway track. These options are [a] to locate the track within the area of the Mugga Lane Recycling centre, [b] to use the space created by the complex roadworks in the Glenloch Interchange, [c] to construct a track near the new ACT
Prison complex on the Monaro Highway, and [d] to use the flat land adjacent to the former dragway at Fairbairn.
In each case, there appears to be sufficient flat land, there are natural sound barriers in the contours of
the surrounding hills, and there would not appear to be competing interest in the land. All sites have motor
vehicle access, although Glenloch interchange may present difficulties when large spectator streams enter
the speedway. These four options are pictured below in aerial photographs, in which a speedway track is
shown to scale in a rectangle approximately 160m by 90m.
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Possible “Greenfield” sites: [Clockwise from top left] Mugga Lane Recycling Centre; Glenloch Interchange; Adjacent to
Alexander Maconachie Correctional Centre, Monaro Highway; Old Dragway.

There are some advantages of a greenfield site option from the Club’s point of view, including full
control over the design of the site and its activities. While running full-scale race meetings might be feasible
at one of the established stadia, full Bulls’ club control of a greenfield venue would permit, for example, the
inclusion of a junior track and the conduct of regular practice days and “come and try it” sessions, with
many benefits to young people of the ACT that could not be provided if we were constrained by stadium
sharing issues. The potential downsides of any greenfield site include the initial lack of basic infrastructures
such as electricity and piped water, and in cases other than the ones shown here, the likely remoteness from
the city and suburbs. While this would minimise any issues of noise, it would limit access to those with mo-

tor vehicles, and therefore reduce the Club’s capacity to cater for those old enough to race but too young to
hold a driver’s licence.
The Club is therefore interested in both:


Identifying a track where practice and coaching can take place, so that the Club can
ensure its own future by implementing programmes to introduce new riders to the
sport, but also



a track for race meetings with first class facilities for spectators, so that we can present
top class racing for the Canberra enthusiasts.

These two requirements could, ideally, be satisfied at a single venue, but may necessitate access to two

different venues.
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Benefits to the Australian Capital Territory
Motorsports in Canberra have had a very chequered history. Until the late 1980s, speedway was regularly
promoted as a spectator sport at Tralee, just off the Monaro Highway south of Canberra. It closed its doors after a
succession of poor seasons – arguably the result of poor management and bad luck with the weather. Other speed-

ways have come and gone, including Mount Ginn and Fairbairn, but these have generally been club-level activities
aimed at providing fun for club members rather than entertainment for spectators. The Fairbairn Motorsports
Complex has hosted a wide range of other motorcycle racing, including motocross, enduro and dirt-track, as well
as go-karting and hill-climb. Only the occasional (usually nationally accredited) meets are advertised as spectator
events.
The Canberra International Dragway adjacent to Canberra Airport operated between 1980-89, reopened in
1992 and was closed in 1998, and a new venue has yet to be found. The Australian Rally Championships have

included Canberra in its programme intermittently for at least twenty years2, with considerable impact on Can-

berra in terms of visitors, including competitors and their teams, international TV coverage and dust. But Canberra
is not on the ARC’s calendar every year. An attempt to promote V8 Supercars in Canberra lasted only three years
(2000-2002), and foundered on escalating costs and declining attendances. However, these were probably consequences of the location around the Parliamentary triangle, making overtaking almost impossible and racing disap-

pointing to TV audiences or onsite spectators alike. After the first race in 2000, Canberra Tourism and Events Corporation conducted a survey of event spectators and participants to determine the economic impact of the event3.

Media coverage, noise impact, and environmental management were also reported on. A total of 57,495 tickets to
the event were sold, exceeding the expectation of 50,000. According to CTEC, the accommodation sector experi-

enced the highest occupancy rate ever recorded during the month of June, a relatively quiet period for tourism in
Canberra. This was recorded over a time when room stocks had increased by 7.4% over the previous year.
Economic impact of visitors and TV coverage
Mark Webber observes that “Overseas, speedway racing helps drive significant regional interest and seems to
be gaining increasing coverage in the media. l'm sure that top class racing would help bring Canberra to the attention of an international audience. I believe the benefits to the district are quite apparent.”
Results from CTEC's visitor and participant surveys suggest that interstate visitors spent AU$4.3 million while
in Canberra, and team members spent approximately AU$834,486. It is also reported that the GMC 400 put over
$4 million into Canberra and regional business through locally let contracts. CTEC also commissioned an inde-

pendent analysis of media coverage on race days. It is estimated that race day coverage in Australia and New Zealand lasted for approximately 10 hours and reached an audience of 1,633,000. The event featured on 18 news
programmes reaching a total audience of 7,630. Crowd numbers, though declining, still hovered around 90,000 in
its last year.

2. http://www.roc.com.au/
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/Canberra_400
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There is, therefore, ample evidence of the potential for motorsports – if properly promoted - to generate both

income and good publicity for the ACT. While the Canberra Bulls do not anticipate the sorts of spectator numbers
that were brought to Canberra by the V8s, the size of the Australian and global speedway communities and their
enthusiasm for travel to a good speedway meeting suggest that similar – if pro-rata – benefits could accrue from

the return of speedway to Canberra. It is difficult to estimate the size of the speedway community in Australia, but
there are over 40 tracks in Australia promoting motorcycle speedway4, and the most recent speedway meetings in

Canberra, promoted by six-times world speedway champion Ivan Mauger, attracted crowds of between 8,000 and
15,0005 to the Exhibition Centre in Canberra (EPIC). Several thousand spectators attended each of the three

rounds of the Australian Solo Speedway Championships in January 2010, at Mildura (Vic), Gillman (S.A.) and

Newcastle (NSW), and the Newcastle-based arm of Channel Nine (NBNTV) broadcast the entire meeting live over
the internet, enabling speedway fans all around the world to see what turned out to be a very exciting meeting.
The events mentioned here, including the V8s, the drag racing, the rally cars and the Mauger-promoted

speedway meets, involved bringing the elites in their respective sports to a Canberra audience. They involved very

few local Canberrans – either as spectators, officials or those very few competitors who can afford the very expensive machinery. The Canberra Bulls ambitions, in trying to bring speedway back to the National Capital, are twofold however. Yes, we would like to bring the cream of the world’s speedway riders to Canberra. We feel that
Canberra could become the focal point of Australian speedway simply because of its status as the National Capital,

because we have all the Embassies of all the major speedway countries here. With a decent track and attractive
promotion, we believe we could persuade the Polish, Swedish, British, American, Russian or Czech Embassies to
sponsor, say, U-21 “development” teams to base themselves here for a few weeks. In fact, the Canberra Bulls have
already received two such enquiries about the possibilities of such teams racing here in future years. It is many

years since such international teams toured Australia, but with Australian riders now so successful on the world
stage, riders in other countries are keen to discover our secrets. We are also well located to attract the best of the

Victorian, South Australian and Queensland riders, as well as ACT/NSW stars. We will have no problem attracting
top-class speedway to Canberra, and with it all those economic benefits that accrue to the community as a result of
increased visitor numbers and tourism visibility.

4. http://www.ausm.info/
5. Personal correspondence from Ivan Mauger, OBE, MBE.
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Opportunities for young people in the ACT and surrounding districts
But the second arm of our ambition is to become the engine room of Australian speedway. To do this,
we have to focus on developing young riders, as we did so successfully in the 1980s, when several of the
Canberra Bulls reached professional and semi-professional standards. Motorcycle speedway is a surpris-

ingly low-cost form of racing, with competitive entry-level machines costing only in the region of $5,000.
In recent years, Australian speedway has benefited greatly from the introduction of junior-level competition,
using machines as small as 80cc. Solo riders as young as ten years old are permitted to ride, under supervi-

sion, eventually graduating to 350cc machines and then, when they reach 16 years of age, to the full-sized
500cc bikes. Similar classes are available for young sidecar riders.
We have the capacity to do this:
 Our membership already includes several of Australia’s top teenage riders – sons of former
Canberra Bulls of the 1980s.


We have a potential coaching team second to none, with many successful years of racing
between them, on both solo and sidecar bikes.



We have an impressive network of contacts in speedway around Australia and in Europe,
ensuring that Canberra’s junior riders get the very best chances of emulating former Bulls’
captain, Jim Burdfield, and reaching the professional ranks of the sport.



We have access to the Australian Institute of Sport’s Elite Rider Camps, which provide sport
science education specifically aimed at elite speedway riders.

With these skills on hand, we would focus on providing opportunities to young people in the ACT and

surrounding districts. In its approach to the development of young speedway riders, the Club would include:



machine preparation and maintenance,



competition rules and regulations,



racing techniques and skills, and



track preparation and maintenance.

The benefits to the ACT therefore include the provision of a wide range of sporting and engineering
skills in a nurturing environment to young Canberrans – particularly perhaps those at greatest risk - in their
difficult teenage years. Risk-taking amongst juveniles is a very well-known phenomenon6, and channelling
those behaviours into more constructive forms of risk-taking can be extremely therapeutic. For example, in
contrast to many other sports, there is no known performance-enhancing drug or procedure for speedway
racing, and there are considerable disincentives for young competitors in speedway to engage in these types

of behaviours, including significant loss of performance. In addition, learning how to maintain and race a
speedway bike can lead to a range of rewarding professions, even for those who eventually choose not to
aim for the elite competition end of the sport.
6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teenage_rebellion
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An Ambitious Plan
The obvious primary requirement for the Canberra Bulls’ successful re-introduction of motorcycle
speedway in Canberra is a track. As the ability to run practice and coaching sessions is vital to the longterm success of the Club, our first concern is to identify a track where we can conduct these types of activi-

ties, regardless of the level of spectator facilities. We could, in principle, run low-key race meetings at a
venue without spectator facilities, by hiring equipment such as toilets, generators and P.A. systems.
However, to bring top-class speedway back to a Canberra public, for so long starved of regular motorsports, we also need a spectator-friendly venue. This could either be achieved quickly, through the use of
an existing facility, as discussed earlier in this document or over the longer term by starting with a practice

track and developing it over time. The “perfect” solution is one whereby we “have our cake and eat it” – i.e.
have access to a spectator-friendly venue where we can present top-class speedway, and a second venue
where we can focus on practice and coaching activities.

Set-up Costs
The aerial photo below shows an “ideal” layout. It shows a full-sized speedway track (Swindon, UK),

capable of conducting top-class speedway, with a junior track in the in-field. The main track has a wiremesh construction safety fence (as per FIM regulations), permitting clear views of the racing for spectators,
and it occupies an area of 150m by 75m. The “neutral zone” between the track and the spectator areas is

occupied by a greyhound racing track, which shares the track lighting. While the track is not a full-size
400m athletics track, it has been used for athletics training and the infield has been used for show jumping

and gymkhana events. The track surface is hard-packed decomposed granite, but other similar materials,
including shale and dolomite can be used. Spectator facilities are located in the main grandstands, and the
speedway pits are at the lower right hand corner of the photo.

Typical multi-purpose speedway track (Swindon, U.K.), showing junior track inside senior track, which itself is inside a
greyhound track.
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Such a layout permits racing of both solos and sidecars on the main track, and junior speedway bikes

on the inner track. A typical day’s racing at such a venue might commence with Under-12s BMX speedway
on the inner track, followed by junior speedway (riders aged 10-16, bikes up to 150cc), and finally Open
and Over-35 class racing on the 500cc speedway solos and the 250-1000cc sidecars. Thus all ages are catered for, from under-10s on BMX bikes to the veterans of the sport, who may be racing on vintage bikes
dating from the 1950s or earlier.
The costs include not only the provision of a racing surface, track lighting, and a safety fence, but a
second safety fence is required by the Speedway controlling body to create a “neutral zone at least 2m wide”
between the competitors and the spectators. On a level block of land with good drainage, water and elec-

tricity, and the necessary spectator facilities, a basic speedway track conforming to FIM standards can therefore be constructed for around $120,000, not including labour costs.
Basic Budgets
Track surface – 500 cu.mtrs decomposed granite
Track Lighting – 20 x 1500w floodlights
Fencing – Safety Fence - 400m wire mesh to FIM standards
Fencing – Catching Fence - 400m wire mesh to FIM standards
Safety equipment (stop lights, fire extinguishers, flags) etc

TOTAL

$40,000
$20,000
$ 20,000
$ 20,000
$20,000

$120,000

On a greenfield site, speedway meetings could be conducted using hired equipment including generators, a public address system, and toilets. For more permanent operations, the following constructions would
be necessary:

An adequate toilet block (estimated minimum)
Spectator banking or seating (estimated minimum)
A separately fenced pits area (estimated minimum)
A functional control tower, including hard-wired control of the starting gate,
emergency lights and p.a. systems, and permitting the race officials a
clear view of the racing (estimated minimum)
Fencing around the entire complex (estimated minimum)

TOTAL

$50,000
$50,000
$20,000
$20,000
$40,000

$180,000

These additional costs, still providing only a very basic stadium, would bring total materials costs up to
around $300,000. Costs of labour, earthworks, land rent, and for access to power and water would depend
on the site location.
The Club has held discussions with a local Civil Engineering company, which has agreed to provide
earthmoving and landfill to the club at no cost. Other club members have skills and qualifications which
can be used to benefit the club and reduce costs.
ACT Government financial assistance may also be available under the ACT Motor Sports Strategy and
the Master Plan for the Redevelopment of Fairbairn Park Motor Sports Complex.

7. http://www.holdfast.sa.gov.au/webdata/resources/minutes/Agendas/4444_283_-_Glg_Oval_Toilets.pdf
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Coaching School Assets

8

Junior speedway bikes, like those pictured above, can be purchased new for as little as $5,000 per

unit , and are frequently on the second hand market for less than that. The Club would propose to purchase
five solo bikes and two sidecars specifically for “come and try it” and junior coaching sessions.
Junior bike costs
Solo bikes – 5 * $5,000
Sidecar bikes – 2 * $5,000
TOTAL

$25,000
$10,000
$35,000

Operating Costs
Financial viability considerations require that the activities of the Club should at least cover their run-

ning costs. The existence of numerous clubs that conduct regular speedway around Australia shows that –
even at a modest level of operation, with advertising limited to mainly local media, and mainly local competitors - speedway racing can pay for itself. Such clubs focus mainly on providing motorcycling opportuni-

ties for their members, and only rarely make an effort to promote their sport to the public at large. Their
costs are covered by member fees, sponsorships and fund-raising activities. The Canberra Bulls aim is much
higher than this, however. In addition to club-level activities, including “come-and-try-it”, coaching and
practice racing, the Club intends to conduct regular race meetings, aimed at a spectator audience, during the

Australian speedway season, which normally runs between October and April, generating income from
spectator ticket sales, sponsorship and advertising deals, as any successful professional sports club must do.
The size of the market for speedway racing in Canberra is difficult to estimate, but as mentioned previously, professionally-promoted speedway meetings with top-class riders have attracted crowds of over ten
thousand people in recent years in Canberra. It is unrealistic to expect that crowds of this magnitude could

be achieved on a regular basis. These Ivan Mauger promoted meets have taken place on long weekends in
fine weather, and have included “big-name” international riders. More realistic expectations could be based
on the recent attendances at the Gosford Speedway on the NSW Central Coast. Regular speedway meetings
there, with mostly NSW-based riders providing the action, average crowds of around 2,000 per meeting, of
which perhaps 25% are non-paying children.
8. Communication

from bike builder, Terry Poole, 3 February, 2010.
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Ticket prices of $20 per adult therefore yield an income per meeting of around $30,000. Programme

sales more or less meet their own costs, and some significant additional income is generated by catering.

Corporate sponsorships, supported by advertising during the meet, can also add very significantly to these
incomes.
Race-day incomes
Spectator numbers
Non-paying children
Paying spectators
Total turnstile income @ $20 per person

2000
25%
1500
$30,000

On the basis of one meeting per month, this would result in seven race days, and an annual income of
over $200,000. Depending on the Canberra public’s appetite for speedway, and the Club’s ability to con-

duct more regular race meetings, the frequency could be increased to fortnightly – or even weekly – during
the season. Occasional off-season meetings could also be considered, as Canberra’s dry winter climate is
ideal for daytime racing.
Offset against this income are advertising costs, track hire, licensing and preparation costs, equipment
maintenance, insurances (including public liability and bad-weather cancellation), and prize monies. The
main estimated operating costs for a standard race meeting include:
Race-day costs
Track hire and utilities
Track licensing and meeting permits (includes public liability etc)
Prize monies
Equipment hire
Track maintenance
Promotional advertising
Total

$3,000
$1,000
$3,000
$1,000
$1,000
$5,000
$14,000

It can be seen that these costs, compared to estimated incomes per meeting (even when the potentially
significant incomes from sponsorships or catering are excluded), result in a reasonably healthy profit margin, ensuring the ongoing viability of the Club. The surpluses can be invested in bringing international
teams to Canberra, conducting national coaching courses for promising young riders, and improving spectator facilities.

Provides us with free Meeting Rooms - become a member today!
http://www.westonclub.com.au/Home.aspx
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Summary
The Canberra public has not seen professionally conducted speedway racing for many years. In the
past, it was very well supported, and the sport is currently experiencing growth based on a very high profile
in world rankings. The current senior solo Speedway World Champion, Under-21 World Champion and
Speedway Sidecar World Champions are all Australians.
Canberra is ideally positioned to become the focal point of speedway in Australia, being central to the
main rider and spectator populations. Currently, Australia’s major speedway meetings take place in Mildura

(Vic), Gillman (S.A.) and Newcastle (NSW), and a purpose built, professionally-run, track in the National
Capital would certainly attract at least some of the meetings.
The Canberra Bulls Speedway Club was a successful and innovative Club in the 1980s, and has been
revived to pursue objectives such as these. The Club has the capability to run high-quality speedway meetings in Canberra, and to develop young talent from the Canberra district.
Speedway meetings in Canberra should be financially self-sustaining, and – once operational – the
Club would be financially secure.
The benefits to Canberra include:


a significantly enhanced profile amongst the motor-sports communities in Australia
and around the world,



increased tourist income from the competitors and spectators who would come to the
city for the race and practice meetings,



an exciting range of new opportunities for young Canberra district riders to learn and
compete in the sport.

John Walker Crime
Trends Analysis
Helping communities since 1994 to reduce crime through
encouraging participation in sport.
www. johnwalkercrimetrendsanalysis.com.au/
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Support the Bulls
Advertise HERE
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Why Ziggy's?
Ziggy’s is a family-owned business with traditional family values. We specialise in retail but also
provide generous discounts on carton lots for catering or large family groups. We also cater for
special requests when possible. Our staff have over 200 years combined experience in the fruit
and vegetable industry and welcome your enquiries.

Our Guarantee to You:
Ziggy’s has a long tradition of supplying the Freshest and Best Quality, Value for
Money produce in Canberra and if for any reason you are not completely satisfied with your purchase Ziggy’s will cheerfully replace it to your total satisfaction.

As part of our commitment to customer service, Ziggy’s provides free seasonal recipe leaflets and
in-store fresh fruit tastings.
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Bringing

Motorcycle Speedway
back to Canberra!
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SPECTATORS AT SELECTED SPORTING EVENTS–State or territory, By sex
NSW

Vic.

Qld

SA

WA

Tas.

NUMBER ('000)
Males
Australian Rules football
Basketball (indoor and outdoor)
Cricket (outdoor)

123.6

840.5

140.6

222.9

236.2

58.0

37.3

25.9

15.1

15.0

13.7

3.0

145.6

170.1

52.8

52.9

43.2

10.5

Dog racing

64.7

39.0

16.1

14.1

41.2

5.9

Harness racing

71.3

61.6

17.6

17.7

44.7

4.8

Horse racing

331.7

314.2

180.5

58.9

91.1

14.1

Motor sports

248.7

232.6

229.4

86.6

114.5

22.4

Netball (indoor and outdoor)

18.1

10.6

8.6

10.2

3.2

2.4

Rugby league

521.9

54.2

353.1

2.6

11.3

0.2

Rugby union

162.4

31.6

83.5

5.2

54.0

0.9

Soccer (outdoor)

250.7

127.7

95.0

46.3

46.6

3.5

19.4

74.5

10.4

5.5

8.2

1.9

Tennis (indoor and outdoor)
Females
Australian Rules football

108.7

594.4

72.1

171.8

161.8

40.5

Basketball (indoor and outdoor)

17.2

38.9

17.5

14.9

12.0

5.4

Cricket (outdoor)

55.1

67.9

24.6

17.7

16.8

6.6

Dog racing

30.9

13.9

3.9

12.4

30.7

3.1

Harness racing

51.4

60.8

13.2

22.9

35.3

6.4

Horse racing

290.0

283.0

184.4

55.6

71.8

15.1

Motor sports

83.1

108.0

124.0

49.7

62.5

12.1

Netball (indoor and outdoor)

35.7

43.0

10.4

27.0

5.6

0.0

Rugby league

291.0

22.4

244.9

4.7

6.0

0.0

Rugby union

89.3

20.8

56.1

4.3

20.4

1.2

164.9

79.6

49.7

23.6

18.3

6.3

25.3

110.4

17.4

5.6

6.3

3.3

232.3

1,434.9

212.7

394.7

398.0

98.5

54.4

64.9

32.6

29.9

25.7

8.4

200.6

238.1

77.4

70.6

60.0

17.1

95.7

52.9

20.0

26.5

71.9

9.0

Harness racing

122.7

122.4

30.8

40.6

80.0

11.1

Horse racing

621.7

597.2

364.9

114.4

162.8

29.2

Motor sports

331.8

340.6

353.4

136.3

177.0

34.5

53.8

53.6

19.0

37.2

8.9

2.4

Rugby league

812.8

76.6

598.0

7.3

17.3

0.2

Rugby union

251.8

52.4

139.6

9.5

74.4

2.1

Soccer (outdoor)

415.7

207.3

144.7

69.9

64.9

9.7

44.7

185.0

27.9

11.1

14.5

5.3

Soccer (outdoor)
Tennis (indoor and outdoor)
Persons
Australian Rules football
Basketball (indoor and outdoor)
Cricket (outdoor)
Dog racing

Netball (indoor and outdoor)

Tennis (indoor and outdoor)

The ACT has the LOWEST % attendance in motorsports – because there is so
little of it. The potential to increase it is very high. But it still rates higher than
the other summer-season sports – tennis, cricket, both of which have their
own purpose-built facilities.
:
Table 9 SPECTATORS AT SPORTING EVENTS, 2005–06 and 2009–10–Selected
sporting events, By state or territory
NUMBER ('000)

ATTENDANCE RATE (%)

2005-06

2009-10

2005-06

2009-10

249.7

232.3

4.7

4.1

New South Wales
Australian Rules football
Basketball (indoor and outdoor)

56.5

54.4

1.1

1.0

213.4

200.6

4.0

3.5

77.2

95.7

1.4

1.7

Harness racing

142.6

122.7

2.7

2.1

Horse racing

686.9

621.7

12.8

10.9

Motor sports

376.8

331.8

7.0

5.8

58.7

53.8

1.1

0.9

Rugby league

899.8

812.8

16.8

14.2

Rugby union

334.5

251.8

6.2

4.4

Soccer (outdoor)

258.8

415.7

4.8

7.3

67.0

44.7

1.2

0.8

1,140.3

1,434.9

28.3

32.5

61.4

64.9

1.5

1.5

222.0

238.1

5.5

5.4

43.1

52.9

1.1

1.2

Harness racing

106.2

122.4

2.6

2.8

Horse racing

542.9

597.2

13.5

13.5

Motor sports

Cricket (outdoor)
Dog racing

Netball (indoor and outdoor)

Tennis (indoor and outdoor)
Victoria
Australian Rules football
Basketball (indoor and outdoor)
Cricket (outdoor)
Dog racing

326.7

340.6

8.1

7.7

Netball (indoor and outdoor)

54.2

53.6

1.3

1.2

Rugby league

36.5

76.6

0.9

1.7

Rugby union

42.4

52.4

1.1

1.2

Soccer (outdoor)

93.6

207.3

2.3

4.7

140.8

185.0

3.5

4.2

228.5

212.7

7.4

6.1

Tennis (indoor and outdoor)
Queensland
Australian Rules football
Basketball (indoor and outdoor)

43.5

32.6

1.4

0.9

116.7

77.4

3.8

2.2

Dog racing

26.1

20.0

0.8

0.6

Harness racing

61.2

30.8

2.0

0.9

Horse racing

411.8

364.9

13.4

10.5

Motor sports

366.2

353.4

11.9

10.2

Cricket (outdoor)

Netball (indoor and outdoor)

13.3

19.0

0.4

0.5

Rugby league

494.6

598.0

16.0

17.2

Rugby union

188.4

139.6

6.1

4.0

Soccer (outdoor)

88.5

144.7

2.9

4.2

Tennis (indoor and outdoor)

10.1

27.9

0.3

0.8

South Australia
Australian Rules football

376.6

394.7

30.7

30.3

Basketball (indoor and outdoor)

33.5

29.9

2.7

2.3

Cricket (outdoor)

65.5

70.6

5.3

5.4

Dog racing

12.3

26.5

1.0

2.0

Harness racing

38.4

40.6

3.1

3.1

Horse racing

93.3

114.4

7.6

8.8

Motor sports

172.3

136.3

14.1

10.5

38.3

37.2

3.1

2.9

Rugby league

3.4

7.3

0.3

0.6

Rugby union

7.9

9.5

0.6

0.7

Soccer (outdoor)

52.2

69.9

4.3

5.4

Tennis (indoor and outdoor)

24.9

11.1

2.0

0.9

Netball (indoor and outdoor)

Western Australia
Australian Rules football

373.6

398.0

23.9

22.6

Basketball (indoor and outdoor)

30.1

25.7

1.9

1.5

Cricket (outdoor)

74.3

60.0

4.8

3.4

Dog racing

54.4

71.9

3.5

4.1

Harness racing

75.6

80.0

4.8

4.5

Horse racing

195.8

162.8

12.5

9.2

Motor sports

144.1

177.0

9.2

10.1

Netball (indoor and outdoor)

16.8

8.9

1.1

0.5

Rugby league

12.6

17.3

0.8

1.0

Rugby union

64.2

74.4

4.1

4.2

Soccer (outdoor)

50.3

64.9

3.2

3.7

Tennis (indoor and outdoor)

19.9

14.5

1.3

0.8

114.3

98.5

29.9

24.7

4.3

8.4

1.1

2.1

22.3

17.1

5.8

4.3

9.4

9.0

2.5

2.2

Harness racing

16.4

11.1

4.3

2.8

Horse racing

33.8

29.2

8.9

7.3

Motor sports

52.7

34.5

13.8

8.6

Netball (indoor and outdoor)

4.3

2.4

1.1

0.6

Rugby league

0.8

0.2

0.2

0.1

Tasmania
Australian Rules football
Basketball (indoor and outdoor)
Cricket (outdoor)
Dog racing

Rugby union

1.9

2.1

0.5

0.5

Soccer (outdoor)

6.8

9.7

1.8

2.4

Tennis (indoor and outdoor)

3.3

5.3

0.9

1.3

Northern Territory
Australian Rules football

17.2

30.3

15.5

23.7

Basketball (indoor and outdoor)

1.7

2.4

1.6

1.8

Cricket (outdoor)

2.8

4.0

2.5

3.1

Dog racing

1.2

2.6

1.1

2.0

Harness racing

0.7

1.4

0.6

1.1

Horse racing

18.0

23.5

16.2

18.4

Motor sports

26.8

37.2

24.1

29.1
1.0

Netball (indoor and outdoor)

1.9

1.3

1.7

Rugby league

3.9

11.6

3.5

9.1

Rugby union

2.6

5.0

2.3

3.9

1.4

4.7

1.3

3.7

Soccer (outdoor)
Tennis (indoor and outdoor)

-

1.7

-

1.3

Australian Capital Territory
Australian Rules football

26.6

30.4

10.5

10.9

6.1

2.6

2.4

0.9

13.8

11.0

5.5

3.9

Dog racing

1.1

2.8

0.4

1.0

Harness racing

3.0

3.0

1.2

1.1

Horse racing

21.2

26.6

8.4

9.5

Motor sports

19.5

12.2

7.7

4.4

1.4

0.5

0.6

0.4

Rugby league

34.8

39.9

13.7

14.3

Rugby union

40.1

40.9

15.8

14.7

Soccer (outdoor)

9.2

22.0

3.6

7.9

Tennis (indoor and outdoor)

1.8

3.7

0.7

1.3

Basketball (indoor and outdoor)
Cricket (outdoor)

Netball (indoor and outdoor)

Officials Accreditation System
The MNSW Board of Directors has recently approved a new procedure to accredit existing and new officials
into our sport. Part of this procedure includes a new Refresher Seminar and updating the old seminars to
ensure they are accurate and relative to current situations.
We are pleased to present the new, clearer process in obtaining an MA Officials Licence which is points
based.
Enclosed you will find the new accreditation requirements for each level and type of official.
The Refresher Seminar is designed for those officials who currently hold an Officials Licence and would be
required to attend a seminar to renew their licence, or those wishing to upgrade to the next level of the same
officials position who have previously attended the respective role specific seminar.
The Refresher Seminar is designed to be completed in approximately four hours and can be conducted during
the evening (midweek) therefore allowing officials more free time over the weekend.
Please note the following with regard to the new Officials Accreditation System:
♦

Applicants must complete all requirements to obtain a licence before applying. If you have not
completed the requirements your licence application cannot be processed.

♦

Once you have applied for and received your licence, the points (meetings) required for
accreditation may not be used for any future renewal or upgrade. After renewing you will then
need to start obtaining renewal of upgrade requirements again.

♦

All officials who are required to attend a Refresher Seminar in order to renew their licence must
complete the seminar no earlier than two years prior to their licence expiry date. If you have
attended a Refresher Seminar outside this time frame, it will not count towards your renewal and
you will be required to attend the seminar before renewal.

♦

No credit will be given for assistance roles.

♦

When upgrading or obtaining a new licence or accreditation all requirements are discipline
specific (ie John would like to obtain a new Level 1 Marshal Licence for both Motocross and Dirt
Track. His requirements are to attend a General Seminar and act as a Level 1 Marshal in Training
at one Competition Meeting. He will also be required to act as a Level 1 Marshal in Training at
one Dirt Track and one Motocross Competition Meeting).

♦

When renewing your accreditation the requirements are not discipline specific. However you
must meet the requirements of each role in your choice of any discipline you are accredited for.

♦

Please contact the MNSW Office for more information on Measurer Accreditation

♦

Some requirements to obtain an officials accreditation within the Officials Accreditation and
Training Program are subject to modification by MNSW for officials whom are accredited for
Moto-Trials only, Minikhana only and Speedway only
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START HERE:
Attend a General Seminar
(Pass mark 75%)
Act as a “Level 1 Operational
Official in Training” under the
supervision of a Level 1
Operational Official at 1
Competition Meeting.
Forward licence application to
MNSW.

Level 2 Operational
Official
Marshal, Starter,
Timekeeper or Judge

Level 3 Operational
Official
Marshal, Starter,
Timekeeper or Judge

Officials Accreditation System Guide

Level 1 Operational
Official
Marshal, Starter,
Timekeeper or Judge

Level 1

Level 1

Level 1

Race Secretary

Scrutineer

Clerk of Course

Level 2

Level 2

Level 2

Race Secretary

Scrutineer

Clerk of Course

Level 3

Level 3

Level 3

Level 2

Race Secretary

Scrutineer

Clerk of Course

Steward / Referee

Please refer to the attached Officials Accreditation System
which outlines all requirements of upgrading and renewing
each licence.
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Level 3
Steward / Referee

OPERATIONAL OFFICIAL
START HERE:

***Please forward your application to the MNSW Office once you have achieved all requirements***

Level 1 Operational Official
Marshal, Starter,
Timekeeper or Judge
Requirements to obtain this
licence
 Attend a General Seminar
(Pass mark 75%)
 Act as a “Level 1 Operational
Official in Training” under the
supervision of a Level 1 Operational
Official at 1 Competition Meeting.

Level 2 Operational Official
Marshal, Starter,
Timekeeper or Judge

Level 3 Operational Official
Marshal, Starter,
Timekeeper or Judge

Requirements to obtain this
licence

Requirements to obtain this
licence

 Hold current Level 1 Operational
Official Licence
 Obtain 100 points
***How to obtain 100 points***
Act as a “Level 2 Operational Official in
Training” under the supervision of a
Level 2 Operational Official in a
Competition Meeting
POINT VALUE: 20 per meeting
and / or
Officiate as a Level 1 Operational
Official at a Competition Meeting
POINT VALUE: 10 per meeting

 Hold current Level 2 Operational
Official Licence
 Attend a Refresher Seminar
 Obtain 160 points
***How to obtain 160 points***
Officiate as a level 2 Operational Official
in a Competition Meeting
POINT VALUE: 20 per meeting

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

Requirements to maintain this
licence

Requirements to maintain this
licence

Requirements to maintain this
licence

 Officiate in this role at 2 Competition
Meetings every 2 years
 You must attend a Refresher Seminar
no earlier than 2 years prior to your
licence expiry date

 Officiate in this role at 2 Competition
Meetings every 2 years
 You must attend a Refresher Seminar
no earlier than 2 years prior to your
licence expiry date
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 Officiate in this role at 2 National
Open Meetings every 2 years
 You must attend a Refresher Seminar
no earlier than 2 years prior to your
licence expiry date

RACE SECRETARY
Level 1 Key Official
Race Secretary

Level 2 Key Official
Race Secretary

Requirements to obtain
this licence

Requirements to obtain this
licence

 Hold current Level 1, 2 or 3
Operational Official Licence
 Attend Race Secretary
Seminar
(Pass Mark 75%)
 Act as a “Level 1 Race
Secretary in Training” under
the supervision of a Level 2
Race Secretary at two
Competition Meetings

______________________
Requirements to Maintain
 Officiate in this role at 2
Competition Meetings every
2 years
 You must attend a Refresher
Seminar no earlier than 2 years
prior to your licence expiry date

 Hold current Level 1 Race
Secretary Licence
 Obtain 100 points
***How to obtain 100 points***
Act as “Key Official in Training”
under supervision of Level 2 Key
Official in a Competition Meeting
POINT VALUE: 25 per meeting
and / or
Officiate as a Level 1 Race
Secretary at a Competition Meeting
POINT VALUE: 20 per meeting

Level 3 Key Official
Race Secretary
Requirements to obtain this licence





Hold current Level 2 Race Secretary Licence
Attend a Refresher Seminar
Obtain 150 points
Be appointed by MNSW in this role “Provisionally” at
3 National Open Meetings under observation of an
MNSW appointed Officials Assessor achieving a Pass
Report
(Please note that all other requirements must be
completed before applying for Provisional Level 3 Key
Official Assessment)

***How to obtain 150 points***
Officiate as a Level 2 Race Secretary in at least two
Competition Meetings with 60 riders or more
POINT VALUE: 25 per meeting
(Moto-Trials, Speedway & Minikhana only: 60 riders or a
lesser figure as approved by MNSW)

Requirements to Maintain

Officiate as a Level 2 Race Secretary at a Competition
Meeting
POINT VALUE: 20 per meeting
______________________________________________

 Officiate in this role at 2
Competition Meetings every 2
years
 You must attend a Refresher
Seminar no earlier than 2 years
prior to your licence expiry date

 Officiate in this role at 2 National or Open Meetings
every 2 years
 You must attend a Refresher Seminar no earlier than 2
years prior to your licence expiry date

________________________
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Requirements to Maintain

SCRUTINEER
Level 1 Key Official
Scrutineer

Level 2 Key Official
Scrutineer

Level 3 Key Official
Scrutineer

Requirements to obtain
this licence

Requirements to obtain this
licence

Requirements to obtain this licence

 Hold current Level 1, 2 or 3
Operational Official Licence
 Attend Scrutineer Seminar
(Pass Mark 75%)
 Act as a “Level 1 Scrutineer
in Training” under the
supervision of a Level 2
Scrutineer at 2 competition
Meetings

***When forwarding your application
you must supply the following:
Trade Papers
or
2 written references stating scrutineering
competency.***

 Hold current Level 1 Scrutineer
Licence
 Obtain 100 points
***How to obtain 100 points***
Act as “Key Official in Training”
under supervision of Level 2 Key
Official in a Competition Meeting
POINT VALUE: 25 per meeting
and / or
Officiate as a Level 1 Scrutineer at
a Competition Meeting
POINT VALUE: 20 per meeting

_______________________

_______________________

Requirements to Maintain

Requirements to Maintain

 Officiate in this role at 2
Competition Meetings every
2 years
 You must attend a Refresher
Seminar no earlier than 2
years prior to your licence
expiry date

 Officiate in this role at 2
Competition Meetings every 2
years
 You must attend a Refresher
Seminar no earlier than 2 years
prior to your licence expiry date
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Hold current Level 2 Scrutineer Licence
Attend a Refresher Seminar
Obtain 150 points
Be appointed by MNSW in this role
“Provisionally” at 3 National Open Meetings
under observation of an MNSW appointed
Officials Assessor achieving a Pass Report
(Please note that all other requirements must be
completed before applying for Provisional Level 3
Key Official Assessment)

***How to obtain 150 points***
Officiate as a Level 2 Scrutineer in at least two
Competition Meetings with 60 or more riders
POINT VALUE: 25 per meeting
(Moto-Trials, Speedway & Minikhana only: 60
riders or a lesser figure as approved by MNSW)
Officiate as a Level 2 Scrutineer at a Competition
Meeting
POINT VALUE: 20 per meeting

____________________________________
Requirements to Maintain
 Officiate in this role at 2 National or Open
Meetings every 2 years
 You must attend a Refresher Seminar no earlier
than 2 years prior to your licence expiry date

CLERK OF COURSE

Not a condition for Speedway

Level 1 Key Official
Clerk of Course

Level 2 Key Official
Clerk of Course

Requirements to obtain this
licence

Requirements to obtain this
licence

 Hold current Level 1, 2 or 3
Operational Official Licence
 Attend Clerk of Course
Seminar
(Pass Mark 75%)
 Act as a “Level 1 Clerk of
Course in Training” under the
supervision of a Level 2 Clerk
of Course at 2 Competition
Meetings

 Hold current Level 1 Clerk of
Course Licence
 Obtain 100 points
***How to obtain 100 points***
Act as “Key Official in Training”
under supervision of Level 2 Key
Official in a Competition Meeting
POINT VALUE: 25 per meeting
and / or
Officiate as a Level 1 Clerk of
Course at a Competition Meeting
POINT VALUE: 20 per meeting

______________________

________________________

Requirements to Maintain

Requirements to Maintain

 Officiate in this role at 2
Competition Meetings every 2
years
 You must attend a Refresher
Seminar no earlier than 2 years
prior to your licence expiry date

 Officiate in this role at 2
Competition Meetings every 2
years
 You must attend a Refresher
Seminar no earlier than 2 years
prior to your licence expiry date
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Level 3 Key Official
Clerk of Course
Requirements to obtain this licence





Hold current Level 2 Clerk of Course Licence
Attend a Refresher Seminar
Obtain 150 points
Be appointed by MNSW in this role
“Provisionally” at 3 National Open Meetings
under observation of an MNSW appointed
Officials Assessor achieving a Pass Report
(Please note that all other requirements must be
completed before applying for Provisional Level
3 Key Official Assessment)

***How to obtain 150 points***
Officiate as a Level 2 Clerk of Course in at least
two Competition Meetings with 60 riders or more
POINT VALUE: 25 per meeting
(Moto-Trials, Speedway & Minikhana only: 60
riders or a lesser figure as approved by MNSW)
Officiate as a Level 2 Clerk of Course at a
Competition Meeting
POINT VALUE: 20 per meeting

_________________________________
Requirements to Maintain
 Officiate in this role at 2 National or Open
Meetings every 2 years
 You must attend a Refresher Seminar no
earlier than 2 years prior to your licence expiry

STEWARD / REFEREE
Level 2
Steward / Referee

Level 3
Steward / Referee

Requirements to obtain this licence




Requirements to obtain this licence
Hold current Level 2 Steward and Level 3 Clerk of Course Licence
For Speedway Only: Hold current Level 2 Referee Licence
Attend a Refresher Seminar
Obtain 150 points
Be appointed by MNSW in this role “Provisionally” at 3 National
Open Meetings under observation of an MNSW appointed Officials
Assessor achieving a Pass Report
(Please note that all other requirements must be completed before
applying for Provisional Level 3 Key Official Assessment)

Hold current Level 2 or 3 Clerk of Course Licence
Attend Steward Seminar (Pass mark 80%)
Obtain 150 points

***How to obtain 150 points*** - All other Disciplines
Officiate as a Level 2 Clerk of Course in at least two Competition
Meetings with 60 riders or more

POINT VALUE: 25 per meeting
(Moto-Trials & Minikhana only: 60 riders or a lesser figure as
approved by MNSW)
and / or
Officiate as a Level 2 Clerk of Course at a Competition Meeting
POINT VALUE: 20 per meeting
------------------------------------------------------------------------------***How to obtain 150 points*** - Speedway

***How to obtain 150 points***
Officiate as a Level 2 Steward / Referee in at least two Competition
Meetings with 60 riders or more
POINT VALUE: 25 per meeting

(Moto-Trials, Speedway & Minikhana only: 60 riders or a
lesser figure as approved by MNSW)
and / or

Officiate as a Level 2 Provisional Referee in at least two Competition
Meetings with 60 riders or a lesser figure as approved by MNSW

Officiate as a Level 2 Steward / Referee at a Competition Meeting
POINT VALUE: 20 per meeting

POINT VALUE: 25 per meeting
and / or
Officiate as a Level 2 Provisional Referee at a Competition
Meeting
POINT VALUE: 20 per meeting

____________________________________________
Requirements to Maintain
 Officiate in this role at 2 National or Open Meetings every 2
years
 You must attend a Refresher Seminar no earlier than 2 years
prior to your licence expiry date

___________________________________________
Requirements to Maintain



Officiate in this role at 2 Competition Meetings every 2
years
You must attend a Refresher Seminar no earlier than 2
years prior to your licence expiry date
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7.0 VENUE STANDARDS – SPEEDWAY
7.1

Scope
7.1.1 These standards define the conditions, which must be satisfied by a speedway
circuit before being licensed for use in Motorcycling Australia (MA) permitted events.
7.1.2 Alternative solutions to meeting safety requirements, or exceptions to these
standards, may be permitted upon presentation of satisfactory supporting
information to the RCB in the form of a Risk Assessment in accordance with the
procedures as outlined in Appendix A.

7.2

Application
7.2.1 Except as noted above, all new venues must be constructed according to these
standards and should take heed of all local council by-laws for sporting facilities,
public parks, health and building codes.
7.2.2 All existing venues should be maintained to these standards and should take heed
of all local council by-laws for sporting facilities, public parks, health and building
codes. Venues conducting Australian Championship or Series Meetings must
comply with these standards.

7.3

Track Layout
7.3.1 Speedway tracks should be as near to level as possible and formed by two straights
joined by two semi-circular corners.
7.3.2 Track layout must be initially designed with all grades of competing riders in mind.
7.3.3 Competitor safety and spectator viewing must both be taken into account when
designing and building a speedway track.
7.3.4 Consideration should be given to drainage in the event of heavy rainfall.

7.4

Track Dimensions
7.4.1 Track length: (measured one (1) metre from the inside edge of the track)
Senior & Junior 250cc & 350cc
a) Minimum – 275 metres
b) Maximum – 450 metres
Junior Tracks (125cc):
a) Minimum length 100 metres
b) Maximum length 200 metres
7.4.2

Track width:
a) Tracks up to 350 metres: - 10 metres on straights - 12 metres on bends
b) Tracks over 350 metres: - 10 metres on straights - 14 metres on bends
c) Junior Tracks (125cc): 8 metres on straight - 10 metres on bends

7.4.3 Starting places:
The minimum starting space allowed for each machine is 1.5 metres for solo
machines and 2.5 metres for sidecar machines.
7.4.4 Banking:
If banking is provided, it must remain constant across the full width of the

track.
7.4.5 Surface:
a) The top surface must be granite, shale, brick granules, or similar unbound
material rolled in on the base ground.
b) The grain size of the material used for top dressing must not exceed 7mm
in diameter.
c) The depth of the dressing should be not less than 30mm.
7.4.6

Public and Rider Safety:
a) In principle, there must be two lines of protection between competitors, and their
machines, and members of the public:
i) the first line of protection, also known as the Safety Fence shall be
in accordance with paragraph 7.4.7.
i) the second line of protection, also known as the Spectator Fence, shall
be in accordance with paragraph 7.4.8.
ii)
a neutral zone, as detailed in paragraph 7.4.9 shall exist between the
safety fence and the spectator fence.

7.4.7 Safety fence: (first line of protection)
a) Except as provided for in sub-paragraph 7.4.6 i) above, a vertical safety fence
must surround the track and be of a minimum height of 1.2 metres.
b) The fence may be constructed of wooden planks, other approved board material,
concrete, steel sheeting or other materials approved by the RCB.
c) Rubber belting
d) A fence constructed of wooden planks must:
i) be at least 25mm in thickness,
ii) be correctly proofed against rotting and other deterioration,
iii) have the planks erected horizontally,
i) must be supported on the outside by suitable stanchions, which are firmly
ii) fixed into the ground. Stanchions must not protrude above the top of the
fence,
iii) have the inside surface of the entire fence painted to clearly contrast with
the colour of the track surface.
iv) throughout it’s entire length, be equipped with a securely fixed, smooth,
rounded cap. This cap must not overhang on the inside of the fence.
e) A fence constructed of other approved board material must:
i) be at least 19mm in thickness,
ii) be correctly proofed against rotting and other deterioration,
iii) have the planks erected horizontally,
iv) must be supported on the outside by suitable stanchions, which are
firmly fixed into the ground. Stanchions must not protrude above the top
of the fence.
v) have the inside surface of the entire fence painted to clearly contrast with
the colour of the track surface.
vi) throughout it’s entire length, be equipped with a securely fixed,
smooth rounded cap. This cap must not overhang on the inside of the
fence.
f) The slot for the starting mechanism, in any type of fence, should be no
wider than necessary for the efficient operation of that mechanism.
g) Gates providing access to the track should present no additional hazards to
competitors. Gate stanchions must be no higher than the safety fence and be
covered in an approved manner with crushable material. Hinges and locks must
be fitted towards the outside (in relation to the track) of the stanchions and gate
frames. Preferably, no gate should be located at any part of the track where
competitors may be expected to ride near the fence.

a) Tracks with starting chutes for cars are permitted for solo racing. Provision must
be made for a fence across the chute before any track can be approved for
sidecar racing.
7.4.8

Spectator fence: (second line of protection)
Outside of the safety fence, there must be a suitable barrier to deny access to
members of the public and other unauthorised persons. The fence should be
constructed of wire mesh and be a minimum of 1200mm (1.2 metres) high.

7.4.9 Neutral zone:
A neutral zone, six (6) metres in width, must exist between the first and second lines
of protection. Obstacles, other than those required to serve the organisation of the
meeting, are not permitted in the neutral zone. Lighting posts are not permitted
within three (3) metres of the safety fence unless suitably protected.
7.4.10 Pit area:
At every speedway, there shall be adequate pit facilities approved by the licensing
authority.
7.4.11 Infield:
a) The infield area must be approximately level so that competitors may safely ride
on it if forced from the track.
b) Except as provided for in clause c) below, obstacles, except portable
advertising signs and structures which serve the organisation of the meeting,
are not permitted on the infield.
c) In exceptional circumstances, obstacles, which cannot be removed, may
be permitted, provided that they are no closer than four (4) metres to the inside
edge of the track. In this case, the obstacle/s must be encased with straw bales,
polystyrene, phenol formaldehyde or similar crushable material to a minimum
height of two (2) metres above ground level.
d) Vehicles, other than safety vehicles, are not permitted on the infield during an
event.
7.4.12 Infield advertising signs:
Any advertising signs used on the infield must be either inflatable or
constructed of light materials such as plywood, polystyrene, thin metal or
plastic sheets mounted on lightweight frames that will collapse easily if
struck. Signs shall not exceed one (1) metre in height, they shall be no
nearer than four (4) metres to the inside edge of the track and shall be
inclined towards the direction of racing.
7.4.13 Referees Box:
An observation box, placed adjacent to the starting area, must be provided
for the referee. This box must be sufficiently high in order to give the
Referee an unhindered, overall view of the track and starting area.
This accommodation must have an adequate roof in order to protect the Referee in
case of wet weather. The Referees box must be located on the outside of the track,
so that the Referee can align himself with the start line.
The box must be located outside the neutral zone, and be equipped with a switch
box for operating the starting gate, the signal lamps and the warning horn, siren or
bell. The referees box must have communication to the starting marshal, pit
marshal/Clerk of Course and announcer, and provide ample facilities for writing.
7.5

Venue Permit and Inspection
7.5.1 Applications for licensing of speedway circuits must include a drawing of the track
and surrounds, which must include the following:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

the racetrack proper,
the location, extent, height and construction type of the first line of protection
(safety fence),
the location, extent, height and construction type of the second line of protection
(spectator fence),
the location and extent of pit entry / exit roads,
details of the track watering system and any other features within the racing
arena,
the location and number of competitor and spectator toilet/shower
facilities,
the location of first aid rooms/units,
the location of Ambulance parking site and entrance to racing arena,
the GPS location of the circuit.

7.5.2 Applications for inspection of tracks shall be sent to the RCB, complete with plans
showing all modifications since last inspection. Modifications to tracks should not be
commenced until approved by the RCB.
7.5.3 Inspections:
a) one annual inspection for venue licensing purposes conducted by an
accredited venue inspector appointed by the RCB shall take place each year.
b) any venue, which is modified during the course of a year, must be re- inspected
to ensure compliance with these standards.
c) track inspections shall be arranged by the RCB. Inspectors shall be
appointed from the RCB's panel of qualified personnel.
d) venues not approved for licensing will be advised of the reasons for nonapproval and a work schedule will be agreed upon to achieve approval.
7.6

Lighting
Lighting must be of a standard that provides clear and even visibility on the entire racing
surface. It shall be free of shaded areas and provide a minimum of 200lux. It is to be
measured at the track surface.

NOISE MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

(DRAFT)

ACT PLANNING AUTHORITY
1996

Draft Noise Management Guideline -23 March 1996

PREFACE
This draft Guideline is one of a series of Environmental Planning Guidelines being prepared
to guide decision making on relevant matters pertaining to development proposals in
accordance with those listed in Appendix 1 of the Territory Plan.
The Guidelines are primarily intended for use by ACT Planning Authority (ACTPA) staff in
carrying out their responsibilities. However they are also intended to provide advice to
applicants for approvals on the best mechanisms to achieve the overall environmental goals.
Provisions in the guidelines are consistent with the relevant parts of the Noise Control Act
1988, administered by the Pollution Control Authority.
The ACT Government is a signatory to the Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment
(IGAE) and has enacted legislation to implement Schedule 4 of that agreement by providing
for the establishment of a National Environment Protection Council (NEPC). The NEPC
which came into being in 1995 has the powers to establish measures for the protection of the
environment for the benefit of the people of Australia, for noise related to protecting amenity
where variations in measures would have an adverse effect on national markets for goods and
services. Any such national measures will have the force of law in the ACT.
Where requirements touch upon the functional responsibilities of other agencies relevant
legislation and/or procedures have been mentioned. Please note that applicants will need to
approach the relevant agencies to ensure that legislative requirements and procedures referred
to in these guidelines are those in current use.
The Guidelines are intended, as far as possible, to provide a consistent and objective approach
which ACTPA will follow when assessing whether development proposals meet the
environmental principles and objectives in the Territory Plan. However, the range of
principles and matters for consideration specified in the Land (Planning and Environment)
Act 1991 and the Territory Plan mean that in some cases applications which do not fully
comply with the guidelines may be approved.
Nothing in these Guidelines implies an approval under the Land (Planning and Environment)
Act 1991, or removes the requirement to comply with the Noise Control Act 1988.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Noise from traffic and commercial, social and industrial activity is an unavoidable aspect of
life in a city. It may also cause concern for those who live and work near major noise sources.
Excessive noise has been widely recognised as a major cause of disturbance to living and
working environments and therefore as a key determinant of urban amenity. This document
sets out guidelines for desirable and maximum levels of noise from traffic and land use
activity, and advises on methods to prevent or reduce excessive noise levels. The guidelines
do not remove the requirement to comply with the Noise Control Act 1988.
The objectives of the noise management guidelines are to ensure that:
.

.

developments with the potential to introduce new noise sources, whether a road or a
land use activity, are designed to ensure that noise in adjacent areas is kept within
acceptable limits; and
new noise-sensitive developments are protected from unacceptable noise levels
generated by existing sources.

Mechanisms available for management of noise levels include:
.
.
.

regulation of noise emissions at the source (Noise Control Act 1988 administered by
the Pollution Control Authority);
planning control over land use and set-back distances, and design of buildings,
necessary to separate noise generating activities from noise sensitive land uses;
planning and development requirements for provision of noise attenuation measures,
including building design, materials used and construction techniques/practices.

From a planning perspective, Appendix I1(c) of the Territory Plan notes that in exercising
discretion, consideration may be given to additional matters which may be relevant to a
proposal, including the effects on the amenity of surrounding land uses of the level of noise
generated by the particular land use.
Where not explicitly stated, measurement procedures to determine noise levels must be
undertaken in accordance with the Noise Control Manual, published under the Noise Control
Act 1988. The relevant Australian Standards can be used for those procedures not covered by
the Manual.
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2.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY OBJECTIVES - NOISE

2.1

Planning Objectives

The aim of these guidelines is to ensure, as far as possible, that the level of community
disturbance occasioned by noise is minimised and that decisions are made in light of
consideration of the provisions of the Noise Control Act 1988.
Noise from any identifiable source is audible to many people when that noise exceeds the
background noise level by more than 5dB(A). Thus, any noise source which produces noise
levels at a potentially sensitive receiver (eg a residence or a community facility such as a child
care centre) may be offensive to the occupants and require control measures to be applied.
Background noise beyond certain levels may also cause distress, discomfort and affect
amenity. Accordingly, outdoor background noise levels for various land uses in the ACT are
set out in Table 2.1.
In considering the effects of noise likely to be produced from existing land uses, as well as for
new uses, ACTPA will take into account the time of day during which noise occurs,
particularly in relation to potential for sleep arousal during night-time hours. Table 2.1
includes background noise levels for day-time (0700 - 2200) and night-time (2200 - 0700)
periods. The Noise Control Act 1988 similarly provides for different levels of noise during
these times.
While planning in the ACT has generally been successful in separating potentially noisy
industrial and commercial land uses from residential land uses, and for adequately separating
roads carrying high traffic volumes from residential areas, some residential and other noise
sensitive land uses are located close to busy roads. This is particularly so in parts of North
Canberra and South Canberra, and to a lesser extent in Woden and Belconnen.
The direction of planning to minimise noise impact on noise sensitive areas includes the
following objectives:
.

.

.

to continue to plan for, and control, growth of new residential areas and minimise the
adverse effects of noise on those areas as far as possible, using the acceptable
background noise levels in Table 2.1 as planning goals
to continue to plan for, and control, growth in industrial and commercial areas taking
account of the potential effects of noise generated in those areas on the nearest
residential areas, as well as noise-sensitive land uses located within such industrial
and commercial areas
to achieve, as far as is practicable, progressive reduction of noise levels in established
suburbs where existing noise levels exceed, or future forecast noise levels are likely to
exceed, the relevant planning levels used in the design of individual suburban areas.
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These objectives seek to ensure that any non-residential land use (other than major roads)
permitted in a residential area complies with the requirements of the Noise Control Act 1988
(i.e. it does not produce noise levels of more than +5dB(A) above background noise between
0700 and 2200 or above the background level between 2200 and 0700). In relation to traffic
noise, separate requirements apply, and these are set out in Section 3 of this guideline.
In the case of commercial and industrial areas, background noise levels higher than for
residential areas are generally acceptable. Guidelines for the acceptable and maximum
desirable background noise levels which apply to various land use classes or zones are set out
in Table 2.1.
If the maximum background (L90) noise level exceeds the 'action' level set out in Table 2.1,
the relevant ACT Government agency responsible for planning and/or administration of these
guidelines will investigate means to ameliorate the effects of the noise, where this is
practicable, and where significant improvement in the amenity of the area can be achieved.
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2.2

Objectives In Relation To Traffic Noise

Under the former NCDC policies, a requirement existed for noise levels from traffic on roads
not to exceed 65dB(A)L10 (18 hour) at a point one metre (1m) in front of the facade of a residential
building (or a proposed building) nearest the road which was the main source of noise, with
higher levels allowable for commercial and industrial uses and for pedestrian precincts.
A number of countries have noise guidelines which require levels for traffic noise affecting
new dwellings not to exceed an equivalent continuous sound level of 60dB(A) LAeq (which
approximates a noise level not to be exceeded more than 10% of the time period (usually
0600 - 2400) of 63dB(A) - the L10 (18 hour) value). NSW planning goals for traffic-related
noise in new areas include a maximum value of 60dB(A)L10 (18 hour), with a maximum of
65dB(A)L10 (18 hour) in existing areas, but it is understood that these are currently being
reconsidered. Victoria has introduced a traffic noise criterion for freeways and arterial roads
not exceeding 63dB(A)L10 (18 hour) at one metre in front of the nearest residential building
facade.
Following a review of the earlier ACT noise guideline, and taking into account the general
downward trend in noise limits in NSW and Victoria and in other countries, the criterion for
maximum noise levels from traffic on roads at the nearest new residential buildings has been
reduced to 63dB(A)L10 (18 hour) at one metre in front of the facade or the proposed facade closest
to the road which is the main source of traffic noise. If this is not achievable through
appropriate set-back distances from the nearest major road, the applicant will be required to
demonstrate that, by the use of external noise attenuation features or by appropriate noise
attenuation treatments incorporated within the structure, the internal noise levels will meet
those in Australian Standard 2107: Acoustics - Recommended design sound levels and
reverberation times for building interiors.
To protect the amenity of residential areas and to allow residents relatively quiet enjoyment of
their private open space (i.e. backyards, courtyards, and similar areas), an additional criterion
has been set. This provides for a maximum of 58dB(A)L10 (18 hour), measured one metre in front
of the nearest boundary of the private open space on residential blocks where the front of the
residence does not address (face) the road which is the source of the traffic noise. This
criterion also applies to medium density development where there are two or more areas of
private open space, in which case at least one of the areas of private open space should have a
noise level not exceeding 58dB(A)L10 (18 hour), measured at one metre in front of the nearest
boundary of that area of private open space from the road which is the source of the traffic
noise.
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Table 2.1 Outdoor Background Noise Levels
Land Use Policy of
Affected Area

Residential area
(other than the blocks
addressing or backing
onto an arterial road)

Predominant land use
of receptor area

residential, church, hospital,
school, child care centre

local shopping centre,
commercial offices
Residential areas
adjacent to arterial (or
busy internal suburban)
roads, or near a group
centre or a town centre

Commercial areas
(including Civic and the
town centres, and
associated service
trades areas)

Industrial areas
(Fyshwick, Hume,
Mitchell and Oaks
Estate non-residential)

residential, church, school,
hospital, child care centre,
offices

group centre shopping
areas, entertainment
activities
residential, church, school,
health facility, child care
centre

retail shopping, commercial
and government offices,
entertainment activities,
hotels, motels
residential, church, school,
health facility, child care
centre

warehouse, factory, light
industry

Day

Objective
Level - L90
background
noise level
40

Action
Level - L90
background
noise level
50

Night

30

50

Day

45

55

Night
Day

35
45

45
55

Night

35

45

Day

50

60

Night
Day

40
45

50
55

Night

35

45

Day

50

60

Night

40

50

Day

50

60

Night

40

50

Day

60

70

Night

50

60

Time

The background noise levels in Table 2.1 have been derived from Appendix B in Australian
Standard 1055 - 2 - 1989: Acoustics - Description and measurement of environmental noise Part 2: Application to specific situations and from the table of recommended outdoor
background noise levels in Section 21 of the NSW Environmental Noise Control Manual
published in 1985. The background levels shown represent the level which desirably should
not be exceeded, averaged over a fifteen (15) minute period. It is possible for the
instantaneous background level to exceed this level. The day and night periods are from 0700
to 2200 and 2200 to 0700 respectively.
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3.

TRAFFIC NOISE

This section addresses three situations that require consideration of traffic noise impacts:
.
.
.

new developments on existing roads
development of new roads in new areas
upgrading or building of roads in existing areas.

3.1

New Developments on Existing Roads

Of primary concern in this section is the protection of land uses which are sensitive to noise
intrusion. Table 3.1 lists potentially noise-sensitive land uses. The level of traffic noise
affecting these land uses must be considered in determining whether a noise assessment is
required. Maximum external traffic noise levels for noise-sensitive land uses are set out in
Table 3.2.
This part of the guideline only applies to development proposals for land uses listed in Table
3.1 located adjacent to roads marked in Diagram 3.1. The Authority has identified these
roads as generating, or likely in future years to generate, high levels of traffic noise, such that
adjacent developments are likely to require noise attenuation measures to reduce traffic noise
intrusion to acceptable levels. It should be noted that in this case "adjacent" refers not only to
developments which front these roads but also to situations where these roads pass by the side
or rear boundaries of a block.
Proposals for development of potentially noise sensitive land uses adjacent to any of the roads
marked in Diagram 3.1 will require an assessment against the guidelines contained in
Schedule 3.1. Development proposals must be consistent with the objectives to meet the
Guideline. The techniques and criteria are provisions which are accepted without further
evidence being required for meeting the relevant objectives. It should be noted that, for dual
occupancy developments, the nearest facade to the road which is the main source of traffic
noise will be assumed to address that road, irrespective of whether or not the dual occupancy
development has direct access to that road.

There are three practical methods for reducing traffic noise to acceptable levels. These are:
.
.
.

adequately separating sensitive receivers from roads (using set-back requirements or
buffer strips),
the construction of noise mounds or other noise attenuation structures between roads
and adjacent buildings, and
including acoustic features in the building structure.

Indicative figures on noise reductions achievable by using various building
constructionmethods are given in Appendix D. In terms of building set-back distances, these
aim to achieve a noise level not exceeding 63dB(A)L10 18-hour at a point 1m in front of the
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nearest facade to the road which is the source of the traffic noise. It is also assumed that there
will be an estimated 25dB(A) reduction in the internal noise level in a brick veneer building
when compared with the external noise level, assuming that the building has openable, 3mm
glass windows which are closed when internal noise levels are measured, and assuming an
average level of construction quality.
Table 3.1 Noise-sensitive land uses
apartment
educational establishment
attached house
guest house
boarding house
health facility
caravan park/camping ground
hospital
child care centre
retirement complex
community activity centre
special care establishment
(except community halls)
special care hostel
detached house
special dwelling
Table 3.2 Maximum external traffic noise level at the development, expressed as
LA10(18hour) dB(A)
Land uses
Maximum noise level
at a point 1m in front of
the building facade1
residential and
63
community facilities
(from Table 3.1)
private open space2
58
3
pedestrian plaza
69
commercial facilities
75
Notes:
1. The acceptable traffic noise levels incorporate an allowance for reflection from the facade of the building under
investigation. Measurements should be taken at one metre forward of the building facade. In cases where the building is not
yet built, measurements should be taken at a distance of one metre in front of the proposed building facade, and 2.5 dB(A)
added to the measurement to allow for future facade reflection. Measurements should be taken at a height of 1.2 - 1.5 metres
above ground level.
2. This criterion is also applied to useable private outdoor space of attached houses or apartments. Where the outdoor space
is divided into two or more separate areas, at least one of these areas should meet this criterion. Measurements should be
taken at a point one metre from the nearest boundary of the area of identified private open space at a height of 1.2 - 1.5
metres above ground level.
3. This standard is expressed as LA10 1-hour calculated between 1230 and 1330 on an average weekday. This should be
measured at the edge of the plaza at a distance from the edge of the closest major road equivalent to the standard verge width
at adjoining properties.
4. Note that, for second and subsequent levels of a building, additional set-back distance is required to achieve the required
criterion value in the table owing to the reduction in the sound energy from ground attenuation over soft ground. A
combination of set-back distance and other measures (e.g. use of appropriate insulating materials in construction) to meet the
guideline requirements.
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Diagram 3.1 - Roads where noise assessment is required for adjacent developments
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Schedule 3.1 - Guidelines for developments on existing roads
Objective
Technique
Criteria
To protect occupants of
set-back of the building
}
developments from
from the road
} maximum external
} traffic noise level at the
excessive levels of traffic
noise
AND/OR
} development, as set out
} in Table 3.2
acoustic barrier between the }
}
building and the road

3.2

AND/OR

OR

building design measures to
provide acoustic insulation

internal noise levels as set
out in AS 2107

Development of New Roads in New Areas

When planning new roads in new areas, the final land use adjacent to the roads may not be
known, although land use policy area boundaries may already be determined. To facilitate the
compliance of future developments with the noise guidelines, care should be taken to see that
the layout of the roads and blocks ensures the noise levels (as set out in Table 3.2) at the
minimum set-back distances required under the Authority's design and siting policies , can be
met. The noise level should be taken as that at:
.
.
.

one metre forward of the minimum allowable set-back with 2.5dB(A) added to the
measured level to allow for future facade reflection (in the case of buildings)
one metre forward of the nearest private open space boundary (in the case of
dwellings which do not address the road under consideration)
the centre of the area of the identified open space in the case of medium-density
dwellings which have more than one area of private open space.

Proposals for new roads in undeveloped areas will require an assessment against the
guidelines contained in Schedule 3.2. Proposals must be consistent with the objective to meet
the guideline. The techniques and criteria are provisions which are accepted without further
evidence being required for meeting the relevant objective.
Generally, the traffic volumes to be used in determining the likely level of traffic noise at any
particular location will be the long-term forecasts produced by the Transport Planning Unit in
the Metropolitan Planning Section of the ACT Planning Authority. Long term forecasts are
presently available for a Canberra/Queanbeyan population scenario of 500000 people. (This is
currently thought to be achieved sometime after the year 2026, based on present population
growth rates.) The Transport Planning Unit should also be consulted to determine whether the
forecast traffic volumes on a particular road are likely to be higher
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in the intervening period between now and the long term. Forecasts for most distributor and
arterial roads are available for 1996 and for the long term , and preliminary estimates are
available for the years 2001 and 2006.
Schedule 3.2 - Guidelines for new roads in new areas
Objective
Technique
To protect future occupants
set-back of buildings from
of new areas from excessive the road
levels of traffic noise
AND/OR
acoustic barrier between
buildings and the road
AND/OR

Criteria
maximum traffic noise
levels,as set out in Table
3.2, measured at one metre
forward of the minimum
setbacks required under the
Territory Plan, and based on
the predicted traffic
volumes* when the area is
completely developed.

building design measures to
provide acoustic insulation
* Long-term traffic forecasts are available from the ACT Planning Authority's Transport Planning Unit.

3.3

Upgrading Existing Roads in Existing Areas

Proposals for upgraded roads in existing developed areas will require an assessment against
the guidelines contained in Schedule 3.3. The techniques and criteria are provisions which
are accepted as meeting the relevant objective without further evidence being required.
Future traffic forecasts from the ACT Planning Authority's Transport Planning Unit should be
obtained before an estimate of future traffic noise levels is made (see Section 3.2 above).
Schedule 3.3 - Guidelines for upgraded roads in existing areas
Objective
Technique
Criteria
To protect residents of
set-back of road from
maximum traffic noise
levels as set out in Table 3.3
existing areas from
adjacent buildings
excessive increases in levels
measured at adjacent noiseof traffic noise
AND/OR
sensitive land uses and
based on the predicted
acoustic barrier between
maximum traffic flow* on
buildings and the road
the new or upgraded road.
AND/OR
acoustic treatment of
existing buildings
* Long term traffic forecasts are available from the ACT Planning Authority's Transport Planning Unit.
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Table 3.3 - Maximum traffic noise levels resulting from upgraded roads in existing
areas, expressed as LA10(18 hour) dB(A).
Existing traffic noise level at adjacent
Maximum traffic noise level at adjacent
buildings1
buildings after road works completed
> 63

equal to existing level

58 - 63

63

< 58

not more than 5 dB(A) above existing level

Notes:
1. The maximum traffic noise levels incorporate an allowance for reflection from the facade of the building under
investigation. Measurements should be taken at one metre forward of the building facade. In cases where the building is not
yet constructed, measurements should be taken at a distance of one metre in front of the proposed building facade, or one
metre forward of the minimum set-backs required under the Territory Plan, and 2.5 dB(A) added to the measurement to
allow for future facade reflection. Measurements should be taken at a height of 1.2 - 1.5 metres above ground level.

3.4

Development of New Roads in Existing Areas

Proposals for new roads in existing areas will be treated in the same way as proposals for new
roads in new areas (i.e. the criteria in Table 3.2 apply in respect of noise-sensitive land uses
listed in Table 3.1 which will be affected by such a new road).
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4.

NOISE FROM LAND USE ACTIVITIES

Excessive noise emanating from a particular building or land use can be a major cause of
annoyance. This can be a function of the specific type of land use, eg a motor racing track
which will be noisy whenever it is in operation, or of specific activities within a land use, eg
the occasional rock concert at a club which is normally quiet at other times, or a noisy party
within a residential area.
It is not possible through the development control process to fully control the latter type of
noise annoyance, but action can be taken to identify those land uses that are likely to regularly
generate high noise levels and to provide a degree of separation between them and noisesensitive land uses. Excessive noise is subject to the Noise Control Act 1988. Planning
approval does not exempt a proponent from liability under this legislation.
Where there is any doubt, in terms of noise impact on nearby residential or other noise
sensitive land uses, about whether or not a proposal for a potentially noisy land use should be
approved, the Environmental Planning and Assessment Section of the ACT Planning
Authority should be consulted, together with the relevant section of the Office of the
Environment, which reports to the Pollution Control Authority.
In planning terms there are two situations that need to be addressed .
.

new noise-generating land uses near existing noise-sensitive land uses
new noise-sensitive land uses near existing noise-generating land uses

The assessment process for each situation is virtually the reverse of the other. If noise
interference between noise-generating and noise-sensitive land uses cannot be remedied by
separation distances, it is necessary to look at the detailed design of the proposed land use to
determine whether, in the case of new noise-generating land uses, it will limit the projection
of noise or, in the case of new noise-sensitive land uses, it can be insulated from excessive
noise intrusion. The assessment process is described more fully in Appendix B.
4.1

New Noise-Generating Land Uses

Not all land uses generate high levels of noise. Nor are noise-generating land uses normally
sited close enough to noise-sensitive land uses to have an impact. Table 4.1 lists the land
uses that will be subject to the noise assessment described in this part. They have been
identified as the land uses likely to regularly generate significant levels of noise, such as
mechanical noise, music, crowd noise or traffic concentration.
Generally, the land uses which are permitted in residential areas identified in the Territory
Plan are not inherently noisy, and will not normally require special consideration of potential
noise impacts. The exceptions are the land uses 'home business' and 'home occupation',
where excessive noise has the potential to significantly reduce the amenity of neighbouring
residential blocks. Noise levels likely to be produced by a home business must not exceed
background noise level +5dB(A) at the nearest boundary of adjacent blocks during the day-
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time, nor the background noise level during night-time hours. Care needs to be exercised in
ensuring that home business activities involving trades, especially those commonly using
machinery, demonstrate that noise generated by the activity can be adequately contained, by
way of the activity's enclosure within a building or by some other appropriate means.
Some land uses will only have noisy activities as a minor part of the land use, eg when a
building is being used by a particular group or for a particular activity. Noise emissions can
also be time specific, eg noise from clubs is likely to be loudest in the evenings whereas noise
from industry would usually be loudest during day-time. For assessment purposes an
examination of the likely "worst case" noise generation is necessary. Care needs to be taken
in considering the potential "worst case" effects on the nearest noise sensitive land uses so
that, as far as practicable, unnecessary conflicts, leading to enforcement action under the
Noise Control Act 1988, can be avoided. To minimise interference by noise-generating
activities, the background noise level for the purpose of 'worst case' assessments should be
taken as the lowest repeatable L90 value measured in a particular location where
measurements are available.
This part of the guideline only applies to development proposals for land uses listed in Table
4.1. Such proposals will require an assessment against the guidelines contained in Schedule
4.1, and must meet the requirements set out in Table 2.2. The techniques and criteria are
provisions which are accepted as meeting the relevant objective without further evidence
being required . It is the responsibility of proponents of development to demonstrate that their
proposals meet the requirements of these guidelines.
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Table 4.1 - Noise-generating land uses
Land Uses
club
community activity centre (community halls
and Scout/Guide halls only)
cultural facility
drink establishment
hotel
indoor entertainment facility
indoor recreation facility
place of assembly
place of worship
religious associated use
restaurant
carpark (where provided for the above land
uses)

Land Uses
animal care facility
veterinary hospital
freight transport facility
public transport facility
service station
industrial trades
industry
municipal depot
motor sports facility
outdoor recreation facility
playing field

Schedule 4.1 - Guidelines for new noise-generating land uses
Objective
Technique
Criteria
To prevent noise-generating separation from noisebackground noise level*
land uses from creating
sensitive land uses
permissible at the boundary
excessive levels of noise at
of the nearest noisenoise-sensitive land uses, as
sensitive land use not to
listed in Table 3.1.
exceed the 'objective' level
AND/OR
set out in Table 2.1 by more
than 5dB(A)
acoustic barrier between
noise-generating and noisesensitive land uses
AND/OR
Building design measures to
provide acoustic insulation
within the noise-generating
land use
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4.2

New Noise-Sensitive Land Uses

The purpose of this section of the guideline is to ensure that existing noise-generating land
uses are not unreasonably constrained by the location of new noise-sensitive land uses nearby,
as well as ensuring that noise-sensitive land uses are not located in inappropriate areas.
This part of the guidelines only applies to development proposals for land uses listed in Table
3.1. Such proposals will require an assessment against the guidelines contained in Schedule
4.2. Development proposals must be consistent with the objective to meet the guideline. The
techniques and criteria are provisions which are accepted without further evidence being
required for meeting the relevant objective.
Schedule 4.2 - Guidelines for new noise-sensitive land uses
Objective
Techniques
To protect existing noiseseparation from noisegenerating land uses, listed
generating land uses
in Table 4.1, from the
potential location of noisesensitive land uses on
adjacent blocks or in
AND/OR
adjacent areas.
acoustic barrier between
noise-generating and noisesensitive land uses
AND/OR
Building design measures to
provide acoustic insulation
to buildings within the
noise-sensitive land use
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Criteria
background noise level at
the nearest boundary of the
proposed noise-sensitive
land use not to exceed the
objective level specified in
Table 2.1 by more than
5dB(A)
AND/OR
internal noise levels in
accordance with AS 2107

5.

SPECIAL CASES

5.1

Canberra Airport

Aircraft operations at, and on approach and departure paths to and from, Canberra Airport,
generate significant noise levels. As a designated area under the National Capital Plan,
Canberra Airport is subject to controls specified in that plan. The National Capital Plan
incorporates a map indicating the currently applicable Australian Noise Exposure Forecast
(ANEF) contours around Canberra Airport. (It should be noted that the ANEF for Canberra
Airport is being revised by the Department of Defence.)
With the exception of guest houses and motels, the noise-sensitive land uses listed in Table
3.1 are not permitted in areas subject to aircraft noise exposure greater than 25 ANEF. Any
proposals involving a change in the existing use of any land in the vicinity of Canberra
Airport and any land within the 20 ANEF contour must meet the requirements set out in the
table in Appendix B of the Civil Aviation Authority's guideline The Australian Noise
Exposure Forecast System and Associated Land Use Compatibility Advice for Areas in the
Vicinity of Australian Airports (4th Edition, July 1988). Guest houses and motels may be
permitted within the 25 - 30 ANEF contours subject to meeting the requirements of the
relevant Australian Standard AS 2021 - Acoustics - aircraft noise intrusion - building siting
and construction.
Some people have higher sensitivity to noise, and they may find the noise exposure in the area
between the 20 ANEF and 25 ANEF contours unacceptable. While it is not mandatory,
developers should consider incorporation of noise attenuation features in dwellings and other
buildings involving noise-sensitive uses in accordance with Australian Standard 2021 Acoustics - aircraft noise intrusion - building siting and construction may be required
between the 20 ANEF and 25 ANEF contours.
In areas outside the 20 ANEF contour, most people are not considered to be significantly
adversely affected by aircraft noise, but noise-sensitive individuals may still consider
themselves to be moderately or seriously adversely affected by aircraft noise.
5.2

Quarries

Quarries generate both intermittent noise and vibration from blasting operations and noise
from machinery. The Territory Plan stipulates that existing quarry operations are to be
protected from constraints imposed by adjacent development. A buffer zone of one kilometre
(1km) is to be maintained around existing quarry sites to ensure protection of adjacent areas
from quarrying activities. Within this buffer zone only development free of constraints on
quarry operations will be permitted.
Proposals for new quarries are subject to individual assessment by the ACT Planning
Authority and the Pollution Control Authority.
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5.3

Motor Sports Areas

Motor sport activities produce high levels of noise. For planning purposes, any new motor
sport facilities must be designed to ensure that noise levels produced by motor sport activities
will not exceed the background noise level +5dB(A) at the nearest affected residence during
day-time, nor the background noise level during night-time. Furthermore, to ensure ongoing
compliance and to protect the viability of motor sports areas, restrictions apply to the
establishment of new noise-sensitive land uses in the vicinity of existing and proposed motor
sport sites.
For new noise-sensitive land uses (listed in Table 3.1), there must be:
.

adequate separation from a motor sport area so that the ambient noise level at the
block boundary of the nearest noise-sensitive land use (or at a measurement point
between 30 - 50 metres from the nearest facade of a rural residence where the block
boundary is a greater distance from that residence) does not exceed the background
noise level by more than 5dB(A) between 0700 and 2200, nor the background noise
between 2200 and 0700, and/or

.

protection by suitable noise attenuation barriers to achieve background noise
levels listed above, and/or

.

buildings must be designed in accordance with Australian Standard 2107 - Acoustics Recommended design sound levels and reverberation times for building interiors.

The proponent of any proposal for location of a new noise-sensitive land use within five
kilometres (5km) of a motor sport area will need to provide a noise assessment demonstrating
that external noise levels will not exceed the background noise level +5dB(A) during day
time (0700 - 2200) nor the background noise level during night time (2200 - 0700) at the
boundary of the nearest noise-sensitive land use (or, in the case of rural residences, at a point
between 30 - 50m from the nearest facade of the residence).
5.4

Mechanical Plant and Equipment

Noise produced by mechanical plant and equipment is subject to control under the Noise
Control Act 1988. Accordingly, mechanical plant and equipment associated with buildings
and land use activities, such as air conditioning units, generators, compressors or pumps
(including pool pumps), should be sited and/or acoustically screened to minimise potential
impacts on adjacent lessees.
5.5

Construction Activities

Noise from construction activities is not subject to planning approval. The level of noise and
times of construction activity are controlled by the Pollution Control Authority.
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NOTE
The following appendices are provided to assist proponents and the general public in
understanding and applying the guidelines presented in the preceding sections.
These appendices do not form part of the formal guidelines to which the ACT Planning
Authority will have regard in accordance with the Territory Plan.
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Appendix A Assessment Process for Developments Next to Existing Roads
A.1

Traffic Noise

In relation to the noise level criteria set out in Table 3.2, most roads in Canberra do not
generate excessive levels of traffic noise. Based on noise modelling of various traffic
volumes, the threshold beyond which road traffic could normally generate excessive noise
levels at standard building set-backs on collector and distributor roads (where the average
speed of traffic is 60kph or less) is about 5200 vehicles per day. Figure 3.1 in the guideline
illustrates those roads in the ACT which carry more traffic than this figure.
This does not mean that every building along these roads suffers from excessive noise
intrusion. The individual site and building characteristics, such as set-back from the road,
slope of the land, shielding from the road and orientation of the building, must be taken into
account in determining whether traffic noise may be a problem.
Along many of the major roads in Canberra, adequate set-backs and/or noise reduction
measures have already been provided, including earth mounds, screens or buffer zones along
road edges.
A.2

Noise Reduction Techniques

A choice of three noise reduction techniques is available by which a development could be
protected from traffic noise intrusion .

set-back of the building from the road;

.

some form of acoustic barrier between the building and the road;

.

building design measures to provide acoustic insulation within the building itself.

These techniques form a hierarchy of options, ie if the criterion relating to the first technique
cannot be met, then the second technique can still be used to meet the guideline, and so on
down the list. This is explained below.
A.3

Set-backs

Building set-back is the simplest technique in both the planning of a development and in the
assessment of compliance with the noise level criteria. Given that noise level decreases as the
distance from the source increases and that the noise level of traffic can be predicted, it is
possible to establish standard set-backs for specified traffic volumes that will ensure
compliance with a given noise level criterion. The acceptable traffic noise level criteria to
applying to new developments in the ACT are stated in Table 3.2 of the guidelines.
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Tables A.1 and A.2 provide examples of the minimum set-back distances (from the nearside
kerb of the adjacent road) for given traffic volumes and ground conditions that are sufficient
to meet the acceptable levels of 63dB(A)L10 18-hour and 75 dB(A)L10 18-hour respectively
(measured at a point one metre in front of the building facade), in the absence of any other
noise reduction measures. The set-back distances are indicative, since variations in road
grades, percentage of heavy vehicles and proposals for multi-storey buildings will influence
the actual set-back distance required in the absence of other measures. In some areas, such as
in Civic, where planning policies require specific minimum set-back distances which, by
themselves, will not produce an adequate level of noise attenuation, building design to meet
the internal noise levels in Australian Standard 2107 - Acoustics - Recommended design
sound levels and reverberation times for building interiors will be necessary.
In determining the set-backs in Tables A.1 and A.2, it has been necessary to simplify and
standardise the conditions under which predictions have been made of likely noise levels at
various distances from a road. Consequently the application of the set-back distances on
some specific blocks may appear to be very conservative. It should be remembered that, in
many established Canberra suburbs, the verge widths vary from 6m to as much as 11m, with
dwellings set back a minimum of 6m (rather than the current minimum set-back of 4m from
the front block boundary). Thus, from Table A.1, the traffic volume on a particular road or
street would need to be 7000 - 8000 vehicles per day (or more) in one of the established
suburbs before the current noise guideline value is exceeded. Where the traffic volume is
higher than 5400 vehicles per day, this does not preclude development but requires closer
examination of the noise levels at the block.
In multi-level residential buildings, the set-back distance necessary to achieve a traffic
related noise level not exceeding 63dB(A) at a point one metre in front of the building facade
at each level increases with height. This occurs because of progressive reduction in the
ground attenuation factor with increasing height.
As an example, using Table A.1, and assuming a traffic volume of 6000 vehicles per day, the
set-back distance necessary at the ground floor level is 10m, at the 1st floor level it is 14m
and at the 2nd floor level it is 15.5m. Thus care must be used when estimating the noise
levels external to the facade at various levels of a multi-storey dwelling.
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Table A.1 - Indicative set-backs for noise-sensitive land uses
(listed in Table 3.1) to achieve 63 LA10(18hour) dB(A) criterion.
Vehicle
Soft ground
Flow/Day1
<5200
normal design and siting regulations apply
6000
10m
8000
12m
10000
14m
12000
16m
14000
18m
16000
20m
>16000
*
* Set-back distances from roads with higher vehicle flows, where no other form of acoustic protection is
provided, are not stated as they are unlikely to able to be accommodated on typically-sized blocks. Similarly,
attenuation of noise over hard ground is virtually non-existent, and traffic volumes >3300 vehicles per day
cause the guideline values in Table 3.2 to be exceeded at one metre in front of the building line, and assuming
standard set-backs. Note also that the distances shown in Table A1 include the one metre between the facade
and the measurement point. These set-back distances are measured from the nearside kerb of the road which
is the primary source of traffic noise to the building line.
1

Assumes a zoned speed of 60kph (which equates to an average speed of around 57kph), heavy vehicles
comprising 4% of traffic and an average grade of 2%.
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Table A.2 - Indicative set-backs for commercial land uses likely to achieve
75 LA10(18hour) dB(A) criterion.
Hard ground
Soft ground
Zoned Speed

Zoned Speed

60 kph
*
*
*
*
*
6m
8m
10m
12m
14m

80 kph
5m
7m
8m
9m
9m
13m
17m
21m
25m
29m

1

Vehicle Flow/Day
10000
12000
13000
14000
15000
20000
25000
30000
35000
40000

Zoned Speed

60 kph
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
6m

Zoned Speed

80 kph
*
*
*
*
*
6m
7m
8m
9m
10m

* - Set-backs not required for noise mitigation.
1
Assumes 5% of traffic comprises heavy vehicles, and an average road grade of 2%..
Notes for Tables A.1 and A.2
Vehicle flow is between 0600 and 2400 hours on an average weekday, and for most Canberra roads, this
represents average weekday traffic. (Samples of mid-block counts for various road types indicate that the 18hour flows represent more than 95% of average weekday flows.)
Where vehicle flows fall between the figures in the tables, the set-back distances should be increased pro-rata.
Ground type refers to the nature of the intervening ground between the noise source and the receiver. Hard
ground means a majority of hard surfaces such as carparks. Soft ground means a majority of vegetated areas, ie
grass, shrubs or trees. The calculated values in the tables assume the existence of a 1.2m wide footpath between
the road kerb and the boundary of adjacent blocks.
The distances are from the edge of the nearest carriageway to the facade of the building.
Sloping ground - The distances in the tables are based on a 2% slope. As a guide, these distances should be
increased by approx. 10% where the road gradient is between 3% and 5%, and by 25% when the gradient is 6%
to 7%. There are few road gradients in Canberra greater than 7%, and in those few cases, the average speed is
likely to be rather less than the 60kph zoned speed limit. In situations where the road gradient is more than 7%,
a separate assessment should be undertaken after consultation with the ACTPA Transport Planning Unit.
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A.4

Acoustic Barriers

Where it is neither possible nor desirable to site a building far enough away from the nearest
road kerb to meet the set-backs in Tables A.1 or A.2, the incorporation of some form of
barrier between the road and the building to interrupt the path of the sound waves may reduce
the noise level at the building line to meet the acceptable levels in Table 3.2.
In the case of medium density development where an acceptable noise level is specified for a
private outdoor space, an acoustic barrier may be necessary around that space to provide noise
protection, particularly where the space is between the building and the road. Where the
private outdoor space is on the side of the building away from the major road, the building
itself acts as a form of barrier and this should be sufficient to achieve the acceptable noise
levels.
The placement of acoustic barriers will need careful attention, and a high standard of
construction will be required, to ensure the desired noise reduction is achieved. As the barrier
is an external structure it will also need to meet other design and siting requirements under
the Territory Plan. Further advice on barriers is set out in Appendix D.
Although it may be desirable to build closer to the road than the set-back distances set out in
Tables A.1 or A.2 through the provision of an acoustic barrier, it should be noted that a
minimum set-back may still be required to meet other performance criteria in the Territory
Plan, eg. particular design and siting requirements applying to particular precincts.

A.5

Building design

If an acceptable acoustic barrier is still not sufficient for the criteria in Table 3.2 to be met or
it is not possible or desirable for other reasons to provide an acoustic barrier, it is still
possible to achieve acceptable internal noise levels through the design of the building. This
involves the selection of appropriate building materials to provide acoustical insulation, the
design of windows, doors and other openings to lessen the entry of noise, and the placement
of rooms within the building to keep noise-sensitive activities away from a road or other noise
sources. Further advice on building design is included in Appendix D.
Achievement of an acceptable indoor noise level can be determined using the Australian
Standard 3671 - Acoustics - Road traffic noise intrusion - building siting and construction,
which sets out guidelines for determining the type of building construction necessary to
achieve acceptable indoor noise levels as recommended in Australian Standard 2107 Acoustics - Recommended design sound levels and reverberation times for building interiors.
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The procedure specified in AS 3671 is to calculate the difference between the traffic noise
level at the external facade and the recommended indoor noise level from AS 2107 for the
room type behind the facade. Depending on the traffic noise reduction (TNR) required, the
building construction is categorised into one of four categories 1.

Standard construction with open windows;

2.

Standard construction, excluding lightweight materials such as metal cladding and allglass facades, and windows and other openings closed;

3.

Special construction, determined in accordance with the Australian Standard, with
windows and other openings closed; and

4.

Special acoustic advice should be sought.

The required category is calculated as follows if TNR ≤ 10dB(A)
if 10 < TNR ≤ 25dB(A)
if 25 < TNR ≤ 35dB(A)
if TNR > 35dB(A)

category 1 applies
category 2 applies
category 3 applies
category 4 applies

For example, if the noise level external to a residencial building is 69dB(A) and the
recommended maximum indoor noise level for a living area is 43dB(A), then category 3
would apply as the TNR is 26dB(A).
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Appendix B Assessment Process for Noise From Land Use Activities
The determination of noise impacts from land use activities is usually case-specific and fairly
complex to calculate. It is therefore not possible to give simple advice on what situations are
likely to comply with the Guidelines. It is recommended that proponents seek professional
acoustics advice for development proposals that fall within the scope of Section 4 of the
Guidelines.
This section describes the general assessment process for determining whether there is likely
to be any noise interference between a noise-generating land use and a noise-sensitive land
use. A two stage assessment process needs to be applied in this situation. The first stage is to
determine whether the noise-generating land use is sufficiently separated from noise-sensitive
land uses to prevent unacceptable noise interference. Given that the possible siting
relationships between noise-generating and noise-sensitive activities are more variable
compared to the predicability of the road layout, the examination of distances between land
uses is necessary rather than just establishing set-backs from block boundaries. If this
separation is not possible or desirable, then the likely background noise level at the noisesensitive land use needs to be assessed to determine whether it would be acceptable.
For new noise-generating land uses in residential areas, it is necessary to compare the level of
the new noise source with the existing background noise level to see whether it would be
noticeable. For a new noise-generating land use external to a residential area or other noise
sensitive land use, the existing background noise level in that area needs to be compared with
the objective level in Table 2.1. The noise constraints on the new noise source may be stricter
than the criterion in Schedule 4.1 if the existing background noise level at the nearest noisesensitive land use is already close to or exceeds the objective level. This process aims to
ensure that the background noise levels in noise-sensitive areas do not creep up over time.
Noise control techniques which could be used at the noise-generating land use include
acoustic barriers between the building and the noise-sensitive land uses, and building design,
such as locating the building entries or noisiest rooms on the side of the building away from
noise-sensitive land use, and incorporating acoustic insulation into the building during
construction. As well as purpose-built acoustic barriers, such as walls or earth mounds, it
may be possible to use as barriers buildings which would be unaffected by the likely noise
levels, such as a commercial building.
For proposals to locate new noise-sensitive land uses near existing noise-generating land uses,
the onus is on the new land use to adapt to the existing noise level. If the background noise
level at the noise-sensitive land use is already below the objective level in Table 2.1, then
there is no need for further concern. If the background noise level is higher than the objective
level, then further noise assessment will be required. Noise control techniques that could be
used include placing windows and/or the most sensitive rooms, such as bedrooms, on the side
of the building away from the noise-generating land use, or incorporating acoustic insulation
material into the ceilings and walls of the building. Generally, however, adequate separation
distances from, and/or construction of acoustic barriers between, the existing noise-generating
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land use will be necessary to achieve the background noise levels set out in Table 2.1 in the
guidelines.
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Appendix C Characteristics Of Noise
C.1

Properties

Noise can be defined as unwanted or objectionable sound. Sound is a form of energy
detectable by the human ear and is produced when an object vibrates or by air turbulence.
The sound energy is transmitted by the surrounding medium, usually air, causing pressure
variations or "sound waves" among the air particles. These waves spread outward from the
source, and along their path the waves can reflect off surfaces, bend around obstacles and be
absorbed by insulating materials. To the human ear, these pressure variations are interpreted
as "sound".
The magnitude of variations in air pressure associated with the sound wave results in the
quality referred to as "loudness". Human ears respond to a wide range of sound pressures, eg
the sound pressure near a powerful jet engine may be a million times the sound pressure of a
very quiet whisper. The size of these numbers is awkward to use arithmetically so it has
become customary to express sound magnitude on a logarithmic scale. The units of this scale
are decibels (dB).
Another characteristic of sound which is included in the measurement is frequency.
Frequency refers to the number of times per second the object producing the sound vibrates,
from the low frequency of a bass drum or guitar to the high frequency of the whining sound
of an aircraft jet. The human ear is most sensitive to mid-band or high frequencies (2-4000
Hz) and less to sound in the lower frequency range. Thus a low-frequency sound of high
sound pressure can seem just as loud to the human ear as a high-frequency sound of lower
sound pressure. Because of these variations, a system has been developed to weight the
sound pressure at various frequencies to more closely correspond with human response.
Under this system reflecting human response to noise, sound pressure levels are expressed in
A-weighted decibels or dB(A). A quiet bedroom would be about 30dB(A), a busy office
could be up to55 dB(A) and some jet aircraft 250m away would produce noise levels of more
than 100dB(A).
In general, a 1dB(A) change in sound level can hardly be detected by the human ear;
recognition of a change in sound usually occurs when the new sound level changes by about
3dB(A). A 5dB(A) change is clearly noticeable and a 10dB(A) change will be perceived as
nearly twice as loud. Thus a noise of 70dB(A) is about twice as loud as 60dB(A) and four
times as loud as 50dB(A). A doubling of sound pressure, for example when two identical
noise sources are generating sound together, is not experienced as twice as loud and is only
3dB(A) higher than either of the single noise sources. If two unequal noise sources are
brought together and the difference between the two sound levels is greater than about
10dB(A), the lesser sound is negligible in terms of affecting the total sound level. For
standard atmospheric conditions, sound intensity and sound pressure are equal.
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Sound level diminishes as the distance from the source increases. For a point source of
sound, the sound level will drop about 6dB(A) if the distance from the source is doubled
(assuming that the intervening terrain comprises soft ground). However a stream of vehicles
on a road is regarded as a line source of sound and the rate of attenuation is different to sound
from a point source. The sound level will drop only about 3-4dB(A) for a doubling of
distance from the road. To get a halving of the perceived loudness of the noise from road
traffic (ie a 10dB(A) reduction) the distance between the noise source and the receiver must
increase over four times.
The propagation of noise from the source to the receiving point is also influenced by the:
.

.
.

ground profile between the source and the receiver (whether level, sloping up or
down, or uneven);
nature of the ground between the source and receiver (whether vegetated or hard
surfaced);
extent of screening between source and receiver (e.g. mounds or barriers);
weather conditions (wind, air temperature, humidity).

C.2

Noise Descriptors

.

Annoyance due to noise is associated not only with its loudness but also with how often the
noise is present, what time of day the noise occurs and how long the noise lasts. The noise at
any location may fluctuate from quiet one moment to loud the next. To adequately describe a
noise environment it is necessary to quantify the variation in noise level over time.
The descriptor adopted for use in the ACT is the percentile A-weighted sound pressure level
(abbreviated as LA%,T), which is the A-weighted sound pressure level that is exceeded for a
percentage of the time interval T being considered. The noise level descriptors used in these
guidelines are LA10,1hour - the level that is exceeded for 10% of a one hour period. This is used to describe the
maximum general noise level allowable in areas which are occupied for only short periods at
a time, eg pedestrian areas.
LA10(18hour) - the level that is exceeded for 10% of an 18 hour period. In practice this is
calculated as the arithmetic average of the 18 individual LA10,1hour values between 0600 and
2400 hours on an average weekday. This is used to describe the maximum traffic noise level
permissible at a point one metre forward of a building facade, but it may also be used to
describe ambient noise levels in an area.
LA90,T - the level that is exceeded for 90% of the specified time T. This is used to describe the
background noise level of an area over the specified time period, against which the
introduction of new noise sources can be compared. For the purposes of these guidelines, it
has been assumed that background noise levels set in Table 2.1 relate to day time (0700 2200) and night time (2200 - 0700) as defined in the Noise Control Act 1988.
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Appendix D Methods To Reduce Noise In Buildings*
This part provides general advice on methods to reduce noise in buildings to assist proponents
in the design stage of developments. The detailed design of noise reduction measures would
need to be based on the particular circumstances of the proposed land use and the chosen site.
It should be noted that not all methods will be able to be used in all cases, owing to other
considerations, such as design and siting regulations and other development controls.

D.1

Site Planning

Site planning involves the arrangement of buildings on a site to minimise the effect of noise.
Some principles are:
.
.

.

.
.

D.2

placing as much distance as possible between the noise source, such as a road, and the
building;
placing noise-tolerant areas such as carparks, open space and garages between the
noise source and the noise-sensitive areas. On a larger scale, residential areas could
be separated from noise sources by open space, recreation areas or commercial
facilities;
using a building or structure as a barrier to protect or shield the areas behind it, eg a
dwelling with a courtyard on the side away from the road for private outdoor space.
In medium density residential developments, dwellings adjacent to the road can form
a barrier for the dwellings behind.
using natural features such as slopes in the building design, eg cutting the building site
into the slope to provide shielding from noise
using excavated material on site to form mounds around the building to provide
protection.

Noise Barriers

A noise barrier is a solid mass placed between a noise source and a receiver which interrupts
the path of the noise and thus reduces noise levels behind the barrier. Barriers can reduce
noise levels by up to about 20 dB(A), depending on the relative positions of noise source and
receiver. A barrier can take the form of either a screen wall or an earth mound (or a
combination of both). Barriers are good for reducing noise levels in outdoor living areas but
are not as effective at reducing indoor noise levels as acoustic protection within the building
itself.
To be effective, a barrier must block the "line of sight" between the noise source and receiver.
A barrier must also be continuous and solid with few, if any, holes, cracks or openings. The
higher and longer the barrier the better, although there are restrictions on
____________________________________________
* Much of this material is taken from A guide to the reduction of traffic noise, Vic. Road Const.Authority, 1985

height, materials and location under the Authority's design and siting policies. The choice of
a particular type of barrier will also depend on consideration of available space, cost,
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aesthetics and desired level of sound reduction. The visual impact of a barrier as seen from
the street is an important aspect of maintaining an attractive streetscape. The incorporation of
landscaping such as trees, shrubs and climbers with a barrier will soften its appearance.
Bricks and concrete blocks have the best sound reducing properties for screen walls. Lighter
materials such as timber boarding are also acceptable provided that the other conditions of
height, length and continuity are met. The wall material should have a mass of at least 10 kg
per square metre to have sufficient density to reduce the sound transmitted through the
barrier. Fibre-cement and 20mm thick timber are dense enough to meet this requirement.
Screens must be solidly built to be effective as noise barriers. There must be no clearance gap
under a fence. If planks or sheets are used they must be tight fitting so there are no cracks,
with the design also taking into consideration the future ageing and warping of timber. A
'lapped' treatment, with adjoining elements of the fence or structure overlapping and
preventing the formation of gaps over time, is preferable. The driveway or entry path must
also be effectively screened or much of the benefit of the screen will be lost. Gates must be
of solid construction and as high as the screen, with rebated meeting edges to eliminate gaps.
The gap along the base of the gate must be as small as possible. An alternative to having
gates across a driveway is to return the fence down the side of the drive to join up with the
building, thus excluding the driveway area from noise protection.
Traffic noise is effectively generated from all points on the line of a road as the traffic moves
along it. A noise barrier thus needs to be very long if sound is not to reach the receiver
around the end of the barrier. The ideal would be to have a continuous fence down the edge
of the street, but this is not possible in Canberra for other urban design reasons. An
alternative is to return the fence down the side boundaries or to join up with the side of the
dwelling, thus creating a "wrap around" effect for the area that requires noise protection,
subject to design and siting requirements.
If long solid walls are not desired or allowed, or protection of outdoor space is not desired, a
simpler alternative is to screen the window and door openings only in a dwelling, eg
constructing fin walls between the opening and the street with a return at the end of the fin to
shield the opening.
Mounds provide a similar level of protection to walls but take up more land and are less
flexible in their placement. On the other hand it is easier to integrate mounding into the
landscape with vegetation plantings on and around the mound. A combination of a small
mound with a screen on top of the mound can form an attractive and effective barrier.
Vegetation by itself can absorb and scatter sound waves but is not effective as a noise barrier
because it is not solid. To be effective as a noise barrier, a strip of vegetation would have to
be densely planted, between 15 to 30 metres wide, and with thick trunks and dense branches.
Of course, screening a road with vegetation can reduce people's perception of the local
environment
and
thus
reduce
the
perceived
annoyance
of
a
road.
D.3
Building Design
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The design of the building in accordance with noise protection principles can significantly
reduce noise intrusion into internal areas. This involves such aspects as building height, room
arrangement and placement of openings.
Single storey buildings generally have greater potential for protection from noise intrusion
than multistorey buildings, as the upper storeys have reduced shielding from noise barriers
and other buildings (unless all the buildings in the area are of similar height) and because the
level of ground absorption of the sound waves from the source is reduced. In addition,
balconies on upper storeys can often act as channels of noise into internal areas.
Rooms should be arranged within the building so that noise-sensitive areas such as bedrooms
are placed furthest from the source of noise. Noise-tolerant areas such as bathrooms,
laundries, garages and store rooms should be placed closest to the noise source to act as a
buffer for the more sensitive areas.
Noise entering the building can be reduced by eliminating, or reducing the size of, windows
which face the noise source, and placing windows and doors wherever possible on sheltered
sides of the building. For rooms with windows or doors perpendicular to the noise source, the
noise impact can be reduced by fin walls next to the opening as described in section D.2.
With all of the above design considerations, it may be necessary to make trade-offs because
of the need to comply with the requirements of other guidelines (such as energy guidelines),
as well as design and siting policies. careful attention to design should, however, offer
potential for significantly reducing internal noise levels in most instances.
D.4

Building Construction

One of the most effective ways of reducing noise is the selection at the design and
construction stage of appropriate building materials which provide acoustic protection. In
assessing materials it is necessary to distinguish between sound insulation and sound
absorption. Insulating material minimises the passage of sound from one side of the material
to the other by reflecting most of the sound away. It thus needs to be non-porous, heavy and
tightly joined. On the other hand, absorbing material "mops up" the sound that hits it and is
composed of porous, fibrous or cellular material with continuous air passages deep into its
interior. The best noise barrier for a given total weight is multiple layers of insulating
material with air spaces or absorbent material in between.
The overall noise reduction within a building is related to the performance of its parts. The
attenuation of sound through a wall area depends primarily on 3 factors:
.
.
.

the wall mass per unit area;
the size of the window area;
the extent of openings or cracks.

There is little advantage in improving the noise reducing properties of one part or component
of a building if other parts or components have much lower noise reducing properties.
Windows and doors that fit loosely or hollow core doors and thin window glass with
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insufficient mass to control noise reduce the insulation effectiveness of walls substantially,
even when openings are kept closed.
Walls
The maximum noise reduction of some wall types, assuming no openings, are timber stud framing with weatherboards
26 dB(A)
conventional brick veneer
40 dB(A)
double brick
44 dB(A)
poured dense concrete, 100mm thick 50 dB(A)
100mm thick thermal insulation batts placed in the first 3 walls above will improve the
acoustic performance by 5 dB(A). Acoustic tiles attached to walls or ceilings will not greatly
reduce the sound transmission through the material to which they are attached, but will reduce
reflected noise within the room.
Cracks or gaps can significantly reduce the insulation effectiveness of walls. As an example,
if a brick wall with a high sound transmission loss of about 44dB(A) has a gap (say a linear
crack about 5mm wide) which represents only 1/1000th of the total wall area, the effective
sound transmission loss can be reduced by up to one third.
Some points for close attention are: timber jambs around doorways particularly in masonry
walls; window frames in masonry walls; sealing of doors and openable windows; cracks
under doors; ventilation openings in walls and ceilings; and holes cut for pipes, ducts or
conduits. Cracks and gaps can be easily eliminated through the use of sealants and gaskets.
Ventilation openings can be lined and surrounded with sound absorbing material or located
only on the shielded sides of buildings.
Windows
Building interiors require lighting and ventilation which can be supplied through windows or
artificially. A solid wall without windows would be the ideal form of acoustic protection but
this is not always the most desirable option. Walls with fixed windows are the next best
option, but some form of mechanical ventilation may be required.
The maximum noise reduction of some window types, assuming they are closed, are fixed double-glazed, 6mm glass
40 dB(A)
openable double-glazed, 6mm glass
35 dB(A)
openable double-glazed, 4mm glass
30 dB(A)
fixed single-glazed, 12mm glass
35 dB(A)
fixed single-glazed, 6mm glass
30 dB(A)
fixed single-glazed, 3mm glass
25 dB(A)
openable single-glazed, 3mm glass
20 dB(A)

The effectiveness of double-glazing is improved by increasing the distance between the
panes. The air space between the panes should be at least 50mm but preferably 100mm or
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more. Double-glazing with only about 20mm space is no more effective than a single pane of
glass of an equivalent thickness to the 2 sheets of glass in the double glazed unit. Heavy
curtains do not greatly affect the amount of noise actually coming in through windows, but
will absorb reflected sound within the room by up to 3 dB(A).
Ceilings and roofs
A concrete tiled pitched roof with a plasterboard ceiling reduces traffic noise by about 27
dB(A). Thermal insulation material 100mm thick placed above the ceiling can improve the
noise reduction by 5-7 dB(A). Insulation should also be placed in the eaves space to
eliminate any gap between wall and ceiling.
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John Walker
President, Canberra Bulls Speedway Club
6 Severne Street
Queanbeyan N S W 2620
Dear John
As we discussed, enclosed is some background information on my company and its
products.
The safety fence concept I propose is fairly flexible and will depend on what the existing
fencing is (wood, concrete, metal, etc).
To provide protection to the contestants, any length of my signage could be used. At
present they are two by two metres, but can be made at any specified height. Once
inflated, they are static and do not require continuous air. They are made of heavy duty
reinforced PVC with high frequency welded seams.
An estimate of price, at this stage, without inspecting the site, the condition of the
existing fencing and an assessment of access, would be in the range of $80,000 to
$120,000, plus GST.
I look forward to discussing the air fence concept with you in further detail.
Yours sincerely

(

Bill Quade

f

6251 5077
m 0414 412 509
@airsine.com.au
www.airsine.com.au
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Air Sine Pty Limited ABN 13 080 859 721

PO Box 351 Kippax ACT 2615 AUSTRALIA
Phone 1300 247 237 Facsimile: 02 6251 5077 Email: Sales@airsine.com.au Web: airsine.com.au

Appendix 8. Cox Architecture Stadium Design

Bob Meyer, a former speedway rider himself and member of the Australian Veteran Speedway Riders’ Association, is a Director of Cox Architecture.
Bob has offered his help on any project to bring speedway back to Canberra.
Some of the sports stadiums designed and built by Cox Architecture are shown here.

Canberra Stadium, Canberra. The original AIS National Athletics Stadium (which was then known as Bruce Stadium and later Canberra Stadium) was
designed and documented by Cox Richardson in the 1970's. The Cox Group has since maintained a close involvement with the facility, upgrading it in 1985
to become the home of the Canberra Raiders. More recently Cox undertook a major redevelopment of the Stadium to convert it permanently from an
elegant 16,000 seat athletic facility into a modern state of the art 25,000 seat stadium for soccer, rugby league and rugby union. This project was
documented in packages within a tight project budget of $27 million and within a short time frame - work commencing on site following the last Raiders
game in September 1997 with the first match on the new pitch taking place on 6th March 1998. The most recent redevelopment of Canberra Stadium was
undertaken to accommodate the requirements of the Sydney 2000 Olympic Football (Soccer) Overlay.

AAMI Park, Melbourne. The Melbourne Rectangular Stadium (MRS) will have a capacity over 30,000 and feature a 'bio-frame' roof design providing
extensive seat coverage and excellent spectator sight lines. Now complete, the MRS is the new home of the elite Melbourne Victory and Storm soccer and
rugby teams, and will provide an outstanding training, sports medicine and administration complex. The MRS continues the strong architectural lineage of
Melbourne’s sports and entertainment precinct evidenced since 1956 by the Myer Music Bowl and Olympic Pool Complex, and later by Rod Laver Arena
and the Melbourne Cricket Ground. The project represents a complete integration between architecture and engineering - every element of the design has
a purpose and has been optimised for its specific application. The sculptural qualities of the design are a result of function and structure. The stadium has
been designed with a unique and dynamic form that is innovative and memorable. At the heart of the design is the bioframe, a lightweight steel design
based on the inherent structural efficiencies of the geodesic dome which allows for 50% less steel than a typical cantilever roof structure. This structure is
skinned in a triangular panelised facade made up of a combination of glass, metal and louvres. Together the bioframe and the skin form a highly sculptural,
non-industrial kind of building.

Asian Games Main Stadium. The 13th Asian Games were held in Bangkok in 1998, and the event was met by the Government with a surge of development.
The successful winning of this invited competition was due in no small way to the dynamic design and planning proposal by Cox Richardson Architects. Cox
Richardson and Ove Arup from Australia, both partners in the design for the Lend Lease/Transfield Sydney Olympic Stadium Bid, were key members of the
design team of consultants lead by Thailand's leading building contractor, Christian Neilsen. The Games were held on a 800 hectare site with a
sports/entertainment sector and a village/residential sector for 10,000 athletes. Sports facilities include Main Stadium, Velodrome, Aquatic Centre, Sports
Hall, Archery and Shooting Fields, etc. In addition to the Games master plan, the Cox was responsible for the design and documentation of the Main
Stadium and Aquatic Centre. The Stadium seats 20,000 spectators and is designed as a bowl with raked seating providing an undulating rim. By providing
the majority of the raked seating on the sidelines are allowed to be as close to the arena and supported by a coronet of fine steel masts and cables and
provide the Games with a dramatic identifying landmark.

Quotation
Queanbeyan

Quote No:

C/137507

Date:
Page:
Served By:
Cust Order:

26/10/2011
1
Aaron Miller
SOUND PROO

1 Kendall Ave North
Queanbeyan NSW 2620
Moruya Decking & Cladding P/L
ABN: 81 052 405 482

Ph:
Fax:

02 62997215
02 62997217

Quote To:

Cust Ph:

CASH SALE CANBERRA

Delivery Details:
TBA
JOHN WALKER: 6297 9764

THIS QUOTE IS VALID FOR 30 DAYS
Item

Description

Units

PURCP15015U500
BATROOF6110MIL
COR42/ZIN
COR42/CB
SCR1016HTWN/PLA
SCR1016HTWN/CB
SCR1016HTNN/PLA
FLA4504/CB
DELIVERY

MATERIALS TO FABRICATE A SOUND PROOF FENCE APPROX 100MTRS
Purlin C Punched - 150 X 1.5-Under 500 M
64 Roof Batten 1.0 Thick -Millform
Mordek Corri. 42 Bmt /ZINCALUME
Mordek Corri .42 Bmt /COLORBOND
Screws 10-16 X 16 Hex Tek + Neo /PLAIN
Screws 10-16 X 16 Hex Tek + Neo /COLORBOND
Screws 10-16 X 16 Hex Tek No Neo /Plain
Flashing 450 Wide X 4 /COLORBOND
Delivery to Site

LM
LM
LM
LM
EA
EA
EA
LM

This is a quotation for the supply of materials only.
These quantities are based on information supplied
by the customer and is an estimate only. Quantities may
vary depending on final measurements at the time of supply.
Our payment terms are payment in full with order, in all cases.
ALL BUILDERS, ROOF FIXERS, HOME HANDYMAN AND
OTHER PERSONS ATTEMPTING TO INSTALL THESE PRODUCTS
SHOULD BE TRAINED AND COMPETENT IN THEIR USE.

TOTAL $
Includes GST of: $

Qty

170.00
843.20
396.00
396.00
2200.00
2200.00
600.00
115.20
1.00

21883.88
1989.44

MARK WEBBER

John Walker
President
Canberra Bulls Speedway Club
6 Severne St
Queanbeyan, NSW2620
Australia

September 15,2010

Dear John,

Thank you for letting me know of your exciting plans
motorcycle speedway back to the Canberra district.

to bring the Canberra Bulls

and

I have always had a genuine interest in Speedway and at every opportunity I try to attend the
Speedway Grands Prix to support my close friend Jason Crump, and the other Aussie riders.

I have many fond memories of growing up in Queanbeyan and heading to Tralee Stadium

during the speedway season, and watching the fantastic racing of the Canberra Bulls. The
Bulls certainly were an important part of Canberra's motorsports scene and I believe this has
sadly declined since Tralee closed its doors.
Learning motor sports as a kid has afforded me huge opportunities in life and I have been
fortunate enough, like Jason himself, to be able to enjoy a successful career within the
sport. From memory, some of the original Canberra Bulls went on to forge careers in
professional speedway, and it would be extremely positive if the work you are doing helps
provide similar opportunities for kids of the district in future.
Overseas, speedway racing helps drive significant regional interest and seems to be gaining
increasing coverage in the media. l'm sure that top class racing would help bring Canberra
to the attention of an international audience. I believe you have had some difficulties in
securing an appropriate local site, so hopefully this is something you can overcome in the
near future as I believe the benefits to the district are quite apparent.

I wish you the best of luck in your efforts to bring a great sport back to the Canberra-

Queanbeyan district, and look fonrvard to one day being able to again support the Canberra
Bulls. Please keep me informed of any developments, and let me know if I can be of any
further assistance.
Best regards,

(
Mark
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